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0
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ROAD MEET- EASTERN STAR MEMBERS HOMELAND ENTERTAINERS NEW LADY BARBER FOR
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCA-TIO- INTERESTING
ING HELD AT SPRINGER
ENTERTAIN HUSBANDS.
ROY
TO MEET AT MOSQUE- HERE
RO NEXT MONDAY
Large Crowd in Attendance.
Roy has a new lady barber or
The following men have been
On Saturday evening March 4.
The last number of the Lycewe
mean the Chas. Weatherill
induced to announce themselves
The County Board of Educaladies of the Eastern Star Club um Course was given Tuesday
A very successful meeting of
home
has a new lady barber, at
as candidates for the oí tices na-- 1 tion will hold its regular meeting-nexentertained their husbands. It evening to a fair sized audience.
Monday March 13. The the Interstate Branch of the Tex was no small entertainment and The number a musical entertain-sen- t least that is the news conveyed
med subject to action of the Ci-- 1
tizens' Convention, to be held at closing of the Mosquero, Solano as New Mexico Highway-Assospeaking the sentiments of sev
was given by the "Homeland to us early Wednesday morning.
the Spanish - American Office and Kephart bond issues will be ciation, which Mas attended by eral of the male recipients, it1 Entertainers" three talented la- The first We got of the news was
o'one of the matters disposed of at least 250 residents of Sprin- was certainly an unsual one. ' dies who gave a very pleasing when we were unable to get a
Monday, March loth., at
clock, P. M.
at this meeting, ti so other im- ger and vicinity, was held MonAt eight o'clock the ladies es- evenings program. The ladies shave .at the City Barber Shop
Jacob Floersheim. portant business will be dispos- day night at 7 :30 at the Springerí corted their lesser halves to the had the misfortune of having and when we phoned up to the
For .Mayor,
S. E. Paxton ed of. If any School Board of Opera House.
For Trustee
Elite Cafe where Mrs. Paul Hai- their trunk delayed which con- house to see why Charies was
be
The
purpose
meeting
of
Bentley.
the
11.
H
any
County
individual
has
or
....
For Trustee
the
nes set before them a dinner the tained their costumes, but they sleeping so late, he answered,
Ray Busey. matters to bring before the Boa- ing the mapping out?of the route equal of which, citizens of Roy made up for this with their pleas "Hello, Hello, yes it is a boy, no I
For Trustee
Chas. Weatherill. rd they should be present this between Springer and Taos, N. seidom enjoy, and which would ing personality and the excellent mean a girl, yes I'll be down
For Trustee
noon to shave you proviFor Village Clerk
date. The meeting will probably M., the route from the Texas be a credit to any hostlery in the performance they gave.
to
is willing," and after a
having
line
ded
Springer
State
she
Frank L. Schultz. last two days, but the second day
state. The eats were served in The Lyceum Course for this
decipherings
mapped
few
been
meeting
at
out
a
it dawned upon
selection
of
this
up
policy
will
on the various
be taken
It is the
courses.. The following
menu winter has been a failure so far
us that Mrs. Weatherill had preif elected to further the inter- bond issues. The bonds of these held at Logan N. M, on the 20 speaks for itself.
as financial returns were consented her husband with a dear
ests .of this village in a business districts have all carried by nice and 21st of February.
cerned but the entertainment
Oyster Cocktail
little daughter. Of course she
aggresan
meeting
wishes
held
was
Board
under
pursuing
and
the
The
majorities
tike manner
Apple Salad
Slced Tomatoes furnished has been of the high- is the finest ever and weighs V
'
sive policy of building a regular to dispose of the bonds and get the auspices of the Springer
est class and deserves far more
Fried Spring Chicken
town not only alone our own th work on the buildings start- Chamber ' of Commerce, aftejr Asparagus on Toast, Mashed Po patronage than was shown by lbs. Dr.; Self reports all concern-je- d
doing nicely and Charlie car-- j
citizens but pledging .themselves ed as soon as possible. The few remarks by Mr. Rixey, the
the people of Roy and vicinity.
tatoes, Cream Gravy, Hot.
both pockets full of cigars
ries
on
Roy
naming of a salary schedule for Secretary, Hon. T. E. Mitchell
to "go the limit" to place
Rolls
Those who had the Lyceum in so if you haven't received yours,
tourto
be
will
the
of
Interstate
year
President
coming
the
reference
school
the
the map with
Fruit Salad with Whipped Craem charge will have to make up the see him at once.
and investors. ' discussed at this meeting but Texas New .Mexico Highway
travellers
ists,
shortage incurred and we hope
Marachino
Cherry Cake.
'
They pledge themselves, with vyill not be settled until the next Assn.1 gave a very interesting Coffee
if another course is offered the
Mints.
The School Board held - their
talk on the progress that had
' Cigars.
the ííid of all citizens of the vil- meeting of the Board.
people of Roy they will give
meeting Monday evening
regular
been made by the parent organi
lage, to work out a plan whereby
well filled those who have charge the pro- land took care of considerable
From
cafe
the
the
sat,
may
be
he
zation,
stated the benefits
VORENBERG HOTEL CHANG-the water problem
Masonic per support.
(business affecting the schools.
that should accure from good assemblage filed to the
ES HANDS
isfactorily solved, and also to
games
where
Hall
various
were
Several minor matters were setoads through this section of the
oive maximum protection from
indulged in. Progressive Five
and all accumulated bills
highpossible.
tled
::n
state,
how
the
proposed
W. P. Mealey manager of the
every manner
fire
The Vorenberg Hotel of
Hundred was played, Mrs. Victor Mosquero
Co., was in were ordered paid. The clerk
One of the chief aims will be
Abstract
one of the most prominent way would connect up with at Bixby, of Mills, winning
first Roy Tuesday enroute home from reported that the bond money
to maintain the Village of Roy hotels of New Mexico changed least five important Texas roaos DÍ'ize on high score for
eventhe
of
the
in
transconttf
addition
to
center
three
good roads convention at for the $15,000 issue had been re
educational
Wednesday
to new
as the
hands last
ing.
Several musical numbers the
County and to perpetuate it to management. Mr. Handle for the nental roads or highways, which were rendered by the men. Mr. Springer. He reports a great Iceived and deposited in the Roy
'Banks
that the insurance
that s tandard in cooperation with past several years a conductor on would divert thousands of touri Robt. II. Bentley orated to con- convention and that the people money but
yet been
not
had
disevery
year
of
sts
our
sectiofl
over
the
of
Springer
quite
man
directors
new
were
&
school
is
enthusi
the
the E. P S. W. the
siderable length the thanks of
will
meet again as
Board
The
over
New Mexi
ager and has taken hold of the of the State.
trict.
the men hospitized, and suggest- astic
money is
as
insurance
the
!soon
to
be
will
aim
co
Highway which passes thru
Due to bad weather conditions ed that this form of entertainTheir further
work like a veteran hotel man,
received and make definite arran
conduct the affairs of the vil- and promises the public one of t was impossible to have a very ment be given the ladies by their their town.
gements to rebuild the school
arp-lage in a manner as economical the best hostelerys in the state.
representation from Taos husbands at a later date. This
at once.
and
possible
reasonably
as is
The hotel will be run under the or Cimmarron but word received met with the approval of all laamong
the participants which
their slogan, if elected, will be, American plan and Mrs. Atkin- it the meeting from both places dies present and was duly record
has done much to make the or--!
Rolen Barrett who was
WITH son will have charge of the din- stated that they were heartily in
"AGGRESSIVENESS
sd in the minutes of the club as
town,
in
upon for appendicitis at the
small
one
this
ted
ECONOMY."
miging room which also insures the nccord with any action that
unanimously carried.
of the largest and most wide a- - Piumlee Hospital is reported
ht be taken, and would do their
public A 1 service.
Meetings of this kind augment
orders of its class in the proving nicely at present and
part to secure the early success
:,Cwu, ',.'
MEMBERS OF MESA COOPER
social goodfeeling state.
a
fraternal
and
'
will soon be able to be out again.
jf
i
the road.
ATIVE CO HOLD MEETING,
Mrs. J. W. Bowman of Solano
Tiie temporary marking of the
is spending the week at the Hen
era;;
'óad
from the State Line below
and
place
Heyen
in
ry
home
this
of
stockholders
A number of
i
discuss"to
Tucumcari.
Taos
was
new
Co., held helping care for the fme
the Mesa,,
tc r;d.and iiwas .deaiedjto- jstattlan important meeting at the Roy' groat grand'aughter tha teame
.weék
the marking ot same as soon as
last Saturday a
Theatre last Wednesday after- the home
'
suitable signs could be secured,
ago.
noon. The financial condition
the Secretary being instructed
thoroughly
of the company was
to
secure same at as early a date
and
discussed at the meeting
The' Village Dads met Monday
possible.
some thought best to reorganize evening and attended to the regMr. . L. Brork the president
the company while others felt ular routine of business. They of thp II
New Mexiso Branch of the
dispose
to
be
better
would
that it
also employed W; L. Russel to Association gave a very interest
of the property if a reasonable audit the village books. They de
ing talk along the lines of the
price could be secured for it. Af- cided to purchase a chemical enbenefits that woiild be derived
prodiscussing
the
carefully
providing
ter
gine from Springer
thp completion of the road,
position from, all angles it was sanr--i was in Á1 condition. The from
pledges
and
his support in anv
at
property
sell
the
decided to
election proclamation ws or and every way to make the enter
a set price and anyone interested deved published as the electioi. prise a success.
J
can find out the amount asked by will be Tuesday, April 4th.
y
Short talks were made by a
writing or seeing Mr. Ellis
the Trustee of the com- HUBERT WORK NAMED AF number of local boosters for good
oads, and after cncluding the bu
pany.
TOSTMASTER GENERAL
siness of the meeting, the ladies
of Springer served a delightful
Alberto Branch has resigned
Dr. Hubert Work, First Assis- lunch with hot coffee, which was
his position at the Roy Trading tant Postmaster General was sw- enjoyed by all present.
Company and will take a much orn in as Postmaster General at
needed rest before deciding what noon March 4th. The new PostROY TRADING CO. CHANGES
lie will do in the future.
master General is a native of CoMANAGERS
at
Pueblr
lorado and hs home is
NOTICE AMERICAN LEGION where he has been connected
AUXILIARY MEMBERS!
with a large sanitarium for the The Roy Trading Company of
ruist. several veara. He was Stat? this place changed managers last
who
There will be a business meet- 'Committeeman from Colorado Saturday when J. E. Brown,
has been manager the past sev
last year.
ing of the American Legion
Dr. Work is a strong man add- eral months resigned his position
at the home of Mrs. Ear
evening,
to the cabinet and wilt no dou- with the Company and Mr. PorMonday
ed
next
McMinimy
March 14th., at 2 P. M. All mem bt follow the progressive policy ter formerly of the Springer
Trading Company was chosen as
bers are requested to be present as layed out by
be- manager.
to
resigned
who
Hays
General
important
as
meeting
at this
Moving
Mr. Brown has been manager
business will come before the come Director of the
of
the Company during it3 most
Industry.
Picture
Auxilliary.
trying times and has made a good showing in spite of the fact
.
that he had many obstacles to
contend with. 'Mr. Brown has
many friends who regret to see
him leave this position but we
are informed that he has another business in view and will prosaw- bably continue to be a perma-naresident of our little city.
Mr Porter the new manager
comes from Springer and was for
a number of years manager of
the Ilfeld Store at Carona. He
is a young man of pleasing appea
ranee and no doubt will make
A
good in the work he has undertaken at Roy. He will move his
family to our little city in & few
weeks and tiecome ,.. permanent
residents of the town.
Mr, Porter informs us that a
number of changes will be made
in the store and that the interior will be remodeled thruout,:
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GET READY FOR THE

BR AWING

Aber-nath-

APRIL

-

1st.

Have your ticket numbers, and

your tickets listed in rotation.
If you cannot come yourself, be
sure that your tickets are here.

Aux-ilha-

Special Notice

rv

Beginning Monday, March 13 th,
Cream will be tested only on Monday

and Saturday.

WINCHESTER SPECIAL

ROY TRADING CO.

26 snch

nt

75 cents while they last

Dealers
in
Everything

Your Trade Appreciated,

Floersheim Mercantile

V

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A
....

Profitable Place to Trade.
)

-
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Mable Lumbach is reported
quite sick with a severe case of
pneumonia at her home near the
Christian Church. As we go to
press she is report! some better i
is

V.VF''
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C pmpany
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Are You a Smoker
In This Club?

course you are not going to
ingly,
on this Island. If
omit
icnvc jvui hniiaa
you did you know, you and Bill Haiuwell might ha'nt around logemei
Aunt
think how cozy! . (Here
A a
-- i
i
i.l...
- in
gave o convulsive muuuei.
betting
were
being married, if you
they
Just now on anybody's chances,
aiuguua,
Captain
would huve to be
wouldn't they?"
,
. ,
.
fiiw.il enielous. Virginia !" snneKeu
Tuna fuln tiu Rut I went on re
lentlessly, determined to distract her
mind from thoughts or ner
Ing end.
-suppose I
"All things considered, I
aft 111JT
nnnllw ni.L'llt to BSk 5'OU tO
falrs' In order when "ou get back. If
natu
I am carried off by the pirales,
overnoaru
Jump
to
have
shall
rally
I
PICTURES';
of
at once, though I dislike the Idea
drowning, and especially 01 oras
Would you mum
by sharks.
headstone it
little
a
up
putting
COMPANY
COPYRIffHT
THE BOBBS-MERRI- LL
plot,
needn't cost much In the family
And anyit?
on
"Virginia'
ever you know, you'll come through wllh Just
(CHAPTER XV Continued.)
of mine that you don't want your
18
with It, and come quick, or it'll be the thing
I'd like Bess to have ior uie
self
Tony thereupon ordered the women worse for your hide, see?"
Ask her when the little
nie.ise.
Mr. Tubbs rose from the log with ih.i.v
to sit down on the ground In the shade
Is old enough to tell her my sad
duck
and not move under penalty of "get- promptness.
'
;
"Captain," he said earnestly, "from .Story"
Un' a wing clipped." We obeyed In
By this time Aunt Jane was sobsilence and looked ou while the pirates long experience in the financial cenbing loudly and waving her little hands
with wolfish voracity devoured ' the ters of the country, I have got to be
beseeching.
man what understands human na about In wild
meal which had been meant for us.
'Jane !" broke In Miss Browne again
They had pocket-flask- s
with them, und ture. ' The minute I looked at you, 1
tones. But at that moment
as they attacked them with frequency seen It In your eye that there wasn't in awful
ioor-the cabin opened and the
the
the talk grew louder and wilder. By no use In tryln to bluff you. You are
peered in.
of
Sllnker
face
a congenial crowd, you boys gosh,
degrees It was possible to comprehend
remarked, "there ain't no
he
"Say,"
you
look
good
the
to
me
do
after
the extraordinary disaster .which had but
in you girls stayin' cooped up
befallen us, at least In a sketchy out- bunch o' stiffs I been playln' up to sense
I see. I guess me and Homey
here
that
line of which the detail was filled In here! AH I ask Is, to let me In on it
you off if you try to rush
stand
can
you,
you
masput
with
glad
appeared,
Tony,
be
was
to
and I'll
later,
the
It
out and cool off a little."
Come
us.
ter of a small power schooner which wise to the best tricks of a sly old
The treat heat of the day was over
had been fitting out In San Francisco fox who ain't ever been caught yet
dropping behind
I and the sun already
for a filibustering trip to the Mexican without two holes to his burrow.
Mr. Shaw
island.
the
peak
of
the
toast, and his three hard companions won't ask no half, nor no quarter,
were the crew. None was of the old either, though I Just signed up for
that amount with the old girl here.
hearty breed of sailors, but wharf-rat- s
s
pure and simple,
whom But give me freedom, and a bunch o'
chance had led to follow the sea. live wires like you boys! I've near
lony, In whom one detected a certain froze Into a plaster figure o' Virtue,
rough force and ability, was an Ital- what with talkln' like a Sunday school
ian, an outlaw specimen of the breed class, and sparkln' one old maid and
which mans the fishing fleet putting makln' out like I wouldn't melt butter
forth from the harbor of San Fran- with the other. So H. n. will ship
cisco. When and where he and Mag- along of you, mate, and we'll oft to
nus had been friends I do not know. the China coast somewheres where
But no sooner had the wisdom of Miss the spendln' Is good and the police
Browne Imparted the great secret to not too noisy, and try how far a
her chance acquaintance of the New trunkf ul of doubloons will go I"
With a choky little gurgle in her
York wharves, than he had communiThe throat Aunt Jane fell limply against
cated with his old pal, Tony.
with her unlawful car- me. It was too much. All day long
go stole out through the gate, made she had been tossed back and forth
her delivery In the Mexican port, took like a shuttlecock by the battledore of
on fresh supplies, and stood away for emotion. She had borne the shock
Leeward island. The western anchor- of Mr. Tubbs' sordid greed for gold,
age had received :and snugly hidden his. disloyalty to the expedition, his
her. Captain Magnus, meanwhile, by coldness to herself ; she had been shakmeans of a mirror flashed from Look- en by the tender stress of the rec
by
onciliation, had been captured
out, bad maintained communication
with his friends, and even visited them pirates, and now suffered the supreme
under cover of the supposed shooting blow of this final revelation of the
And now, while we had treachery of Tubbs. To bear her ro
expedition.
mance described as the sparking of an
been striving to overcome the recalcitrancy of Mr. Tubbs, Captain Mag- old maid and by the sparker! From
had come a
nus had taken a short cut to the same Miss Higglesby-Brown- e
end. You felt that the secret of Mr. snort of fury, but she said nothing,
lg
Tubs would be extracted, If need be, having apparently no confidence In "There Ain't No Sense In
the effect of oratory on pirates. She
by no delicate methods.
Stayin! Cooped Up Here."
But Mr. Tubbs' character possessed did not even exhort Aunt Jane, but
none of that unreasonable obstinacy left It to me to sustain my drooping and Cuthbert had been allowed to sit
in the shade, and I thought their
which would make harsh measures aunt as best I could.
wrists were not too fightly bound for
necessary under such conditions. His
As Mr. Tubbs made his. whole-heaCookie had been released,
countenance, as the illuminating con- ed and magnanimous proposal Captain comfort.
versation of the pirates had proceed- Tony opened his small black eyes and and under the eye of Horney was getCrusoe had earlier in
appearance contemplated
ed, lost the speckled
him with
attention. ting supper.
which had characterized It at the Then he glanced round upon his fel the day received a kick In the ribs
from Captain Magnus, fortunately too
height of his terrors. Something like lows.
up
sat
returned.
hue
normal
lie
his
"What say, boys? Shall we ship much occupied with the prisoners to
stralghter, moistened his dry lips, and old Washtubs on the schooner and pursue his vengeance further, and had
looked around upon us, yes, even upon let him have his fling along with us? fled precipitately, to my enormous re
dog was quite wise enough
Aunt Jane and Miss Higglesby-BrqwnEh?" And as Captain Tony uttered lief. The
with whom he had been so. lately and these words the lid of his left eye to know that he would help me best
with a side- eclipsed for an instant that intelli by keeping out of the clutches of our
o tenderly reconciled,
common foe. After the gent optic.
long, calculating glance.
Just then there come from the woods
on
the
pirates had eaten, the prisoners
From the pirates came a scattering
log were covered with a rifle and their volley of assents.
"All right hooray the sound of footsteps and voices, and
hands untied, while Cookie, In a lu- for old Washtubs sure, close the the three pirates and Mr, Tubbs en
tered the clearing. A thrill ran through
gubrious silence made eloquent by his deal."
the camp.' Captors and captives forgot
rolling eyes, passed around among us
"All right, Washtubs, the boys are
the remnants of the food. Yet under willing. So I guess we better be mov all else but the great, the burning
all the terror was a bedrock confidence lug toward that cliest of doubloons." question had the treasure been dis
And I am sure that no one
covered?
that there was, there must be someIt was arranged that Sllnker and a was so thrilled as I, although in my
how In the essence of things, an eter- cross-eyeman named Horny should
nal Tightness which would keep me remain at the camp on guard. As a mind the question took another form
For now I was going to know what
Magnus.
And as measure of precaution Cookie, too,
safe from Captain
I looked across at Dugald Shaw and was bound, and Aunt Jane, Miss had been waiting for me there In
met for an Instant his steady, watch Browne and I ordered into the cabin the cave, when I stood yesterday at Its
ful eyes, I managed a swift little smile The. three remaining pirates, armed black entrance, afraid to go In.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
a raflier wan smile, I dare say, but with our spades and picks and disstill a smile.
pensing a great deal. of jocular pro
Cuthbert Vane caught, so to speak, fanity, set out for the cave under the SIMPLE, DIET ALWAYS BEST
the tall of It, and was electrified. I guidance of Mr. Tubbs.
saw his Hps form at Mr. Shaw's ear
Thankful as I was for the depart As True Now as When Addison Ad
the words, "Wonderful little sport, by ure of Captain Magnus 1 underwent
vised It, More Than Two
Jove!"
Centuries Ago.
torments In the stifling interior of
A curious stiffening had come over the cabin. Aunt Jane wept piteously
Two hundred years ago Addison
Cuthbert Vane. For the first time in my At last I heard a faint moan :
knowledge of him he showed the con
wrote: "Nature delights in the most
"Virginia I"
sciousness instead of only the sub
plain and simple diet. Every animal
I went to her. "Yes, auntie?"
be
consciousness ot the difference
"Virginia," she niurtiiured, "I think but man, keeps to one dish. Herbs are
tween Norman blood and the ordinary I shall not Uve to leave the Island, the food of this species, fish of that
sanguine fluid. His shoulders squared ; even if I am not not executed.
In and flesh of a third. Man falls upon
he lost his habitual easy lounge and fact... 1 have a feeling now as though the smallest fruit or excrescence of
sat erect and" tall. Something stern the end were approaching. I have al- the earth, scarce a berry or mushroom
and aquiline showed through the ways, known that my heart was not can escape him.
smooth beauty of his face, so that you strong, even If your Aunt Susan did
"It Is Impossible to lay down any
thought of effigies of crusading knights call it indigestion.
But oh, my dear determinate rule for temperance,
stretched on their ancient tombs In child. It Is not my digestion it is my Were I to consider my readers as my
High 'Staunton church. He was tlielr heart that has been wounded ! To have patients, and to prescribe such a kind
true descendant, after all, this slow, reposed such confidence In a serpent ! of temperance as Is accommodated to
Cuthbert. It To realize that I might have been Im- all persons, 1 would copy the follow
calm,
was i'young Hon that I had been play- paled upon Its fangs! On, my dear, ing rules of a very eminent physician
ing with, and the claws were there, faithful child, what would I have done 'Make your whole repast out of one
velvet If you had not clung to me although dish ; if you Indulge In a second,
strong and terrible In tlielr
sheath.
I permitted serpents to turn me from avoid drinking anything strong till you
Captain Tony, having finished his you I But I am cruelly punished. All have finished your meal ; at the same
pipe, knocked the ashes out against I ask is that some day when you are time abstain from all sauces, or
the heel of his boot and put the pipe married and happy, dear you will re- at least such as are not the most pialo
In his pocket.
move from this desolate spot the poor and simple,' "
"Well," he said, stretching, "I'd ruth-e- r remains of her who of her who"
First Papermaker.
have a nap, butt business Is busi- Sobs choked Aunt Jane's utterance.
The original papermaker Is the paness, so let's get ddwn to It. Which
"Jane" began Miss Higglesby-Brownper spider, In the dense woods in the
o' them guys has the Une on the stuff,
"I was speaking to my niece," re- interior of Africa, that large spldet
Magnus?"
,
"Old Baldy, here," returned Mag plied Aunt Jane with unutterable dig-- building Its home from fine paper ot
nus, with a nod at Mr. Tubbs. "Old nlty from her corner. Her small fea- Its own making, when, it selects a
Washtubs I call him generally; ha, tures had all but disappeared In her smooth surface about two inche
swollen face, and her hair had slipped square, covering It with fine threads
ha!"
"Then looky here, Washtubs," said down at a rakish angle over one eye. that are papery, placing its 60. eggj
Tony, addressing Mr. Tubbs with sud-de- p But, of course, being Aunt Jane, she beneath, then spinning a thlu border
sternness, "maybe you could bluff must choose this moment to be queen- that pastes It down tight until. the eggs
hatch In three week. Indianapolla
these here soft guys, but we're a dif- ly.
New.
sooth
said
there,
"There,
auntie,"
I
we
o'
cata,
are.
What
breed
ferent

fp

Iju

wiK

.

We make it a practice not to harp on
Edgeworth
what a good
like
is. We know that
"to form their own judgement,
Here is one who has formed his own,
judgement:
pipe-tobac-

rs

f-

CROWN MARGARIN COMPANY .
Park & Virginia Aves.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
'
Hot Springs, Ark., Oct 4, 1920.
Larus A Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Vs.
Gentlemen:
I have been a user of Edgeworth for
aver three years and during that tima
yet met it equal in
have
flavor, tmoothneu and high quality.
Occasionally it happens that I am
unable to get Edgeworth in my travels,
o I change to cigars until I get in a
town where it is to be had.
Last week I ran out of tobacco and
was unable to replenish my supply. So
I bought another brand of tobacco in
its place.
.1 went into cigar store upon my
arrival here and when I got my hands
on a can of Edgeworth, it made me
think of Briggs' cartoon, "Ain't it
Grand an' Glorious Feelin'T" It was
like meeting an old friend.
Put me down as a permanent
member of the Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
Yours truly,
(Signed) J. A. Pierce
General Representative
CROWN MARGARIN COMPANY
Como Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.

u...m

This man tried cigars; he tried out
one other brand of pipe-tbacco. He was so glad to lay hold of
Edgeworth again that he sat down
and wrote us how good Edgeworth

at least

of

'

o-

smoked.
means something.
We nave never
h
told you that
hasn't an
equal for flavor,

That

Edge-wort-

smoothness and

city-dreg-

high quality. But
we are more than
willing to let one
of our customers
tell you that.
Do you smoke
WTH!e

1

a

pipe-tobac- co

that no other
can take the
place of? If not,
be
have
you join this new Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
It will cost you a postcard.
The tobacco will come to you postwe

would

dad to

.

paid.

It nay

you
be the
have always hoped to come across.
Merely set down your name and
address on a postcard. If you will,
add the name ef the dealer to whom
you will go for more in case you like
Edgeworth, we will make sure he has
it in stock.
We will mail to you samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice

and

Ready-Rubbe-

pipe-tobac-

d.

Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into

flat cakes and then sliced into thin,
moist wafers. One slice rubbed for a
moment between the hands furnishes
an average pipeful.
Edgeworth

is rubbed

d

Ready-Rubbe-

up for you. You pour it straight
from the little blue can into the bowl
of your pipe.
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly.
For the free samples which we invite you to judcs, address Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
,
To Retail Tobacco Merchants It
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice
for the same price
d
or
you would pay the jobber.
two-doze-

Ready-Rubbe-

"There's a Reason."
"Ethel Is Hiking violin lessons." "Is
she? Why, the poor girl hasn't the
slightest ear for music." "I know.
But she tins benutlful elbows." Pearson's Weekly.
Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Curt
cura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented, economical face, skin, baby,
and dusting powder and perfume.
Renders other perfumes superfluous,
One of the Cutlcurn Toilet Trio (Soap,
Ointment, Talcum). Advertisement,
persons are said to have
England at more than 120
years of age.
Forty-si-

died

-
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No Rubber
but

More Stretch

power-schoon-

Feel Stiff and Achy After
Every Cold?
Do You Have Constant Backache? Feel Old and
Lame and Suffer Sharp, Rheumatic Pains?

Then Look to Your Kidneys!
cold, chill or attack of grip leave you
DOES every and
utterly miserable? Do you feel old

and lame, stiff and rheumatic? Does your back ache
with a dull, unceasing throb, until it seems you just
can't stand it any longer?
Then look to your kidneys! Grip, colds and, chill3
are mighty hard on the kidneys. They fill the blood
with poisons and impurities that the kidneys must
filter off. The kidneys weaken under this rush of new
work ; become congested and inflamed.
It's little wonder, then, that every cold leaves you
with torturing backache, rheumatic pains, headaches,
dizziness and annoying bladder irregularities. But don't worry! Simply realize that your kidneys are

and getting plenty of fresh air and rest. . Doan'a Kidney PilU
have helped thousands and should help you. Ask your neighbor!

"Use Doan's,9' Say These Grateful Folks:
Mrs. J. W. Ormsby, Hoyt
Colo., says: "Doan's Kidney
Pills cured me and I am glad
to recommend them. For several months I utterly despaired
of ever getting rid of the con-- ,
etant aching and pain in the
small of my back. If I took
cold it settled in toy kidney"
and made the pains more severe. I had dizzy spells and
felt utterly worn out. Doan's
Kidney Pills did me much
good. They stopped the attacks
and corrected the action of my
kidneys. I have felt like a different woman since I used

them."

-

PILLS
At

All Dealers, 60c a Box.

Cg Mfg. Cfcem., Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster

Where They Are.

"Where are the boys of our youth?"
"I saw some of them the other night
at a meeting of the Oldest Inhabitants."

rt

d

Robert Jones, 442 E. Meyers
Cripple Creek, Cokt.,
says: "Heavy lifting and catching cold while working out in
storms put my kidneys in bad
sondition. My back began to
weaken and hurt me.- I never
felt well and every, once in a
while I was taken suddenly by
sharp piercing pains and coyld
not move for a minute.'' My
eyes blurred and when I put
my arms above my head I felt
an ache between my shoulders.
I used Doan's Kidney Pills and
they cured me of this attack."
Ave.,

KIDNEY

You-Gir-

e,

over-

worked at such times and need assistance. Get a box of Doan's
Kidney Pills and give your weakened kidneys the help they need.
Assist them, also, by drinking pure water freely, eating lightly

WATCH
THE BIG 4

Liver
Important to all Women
Stomach-Kidne- y
Readers of this Paper Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standThousands upon thousands of women ard remedy for kidney, liver,
--

have kidney or bladder trouble and never

suspect it.

bladder and uric acid troubles

,

Women s complaints often nrove to be
nothing else buv luaney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
if the kidneys are not in a healthv con
dition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, head
ache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.

But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such

G0LDMEDJUL

The National Remedy of Holland for
centuries and endorsed by Queen WUhel-min- a.
At all druggists, three sizes.
Look for tha name Cold Modal on mrtrj boa
and occopt no imitation

t,

conditions.
- Many send for a sample bottle to see what
Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co..
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sample size bottle by Parcel Post.
You can
purchase medium and large size bottles at
all drug stores. Advertisement.

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50t, T alera 25c

Forehanded.
"When is your new cook coming to

Woman-hater- s
not infrequently are work?"
floorwalkers in department stores.
"Not for some time," said the patient woman.
"She demanded a
A woman seldom knows just what month's vacation and is taking it in
she wants, but she usually gets It.
advance."

.

ExcellO
RUBBIRLZSS

Suspender

-- and a Tear a
Wear Guaranteed

Ask Your Dealer

A

direct, iriving- dealer'i nam.

Aot no aabatltute.

750

k

A

Wn.'Wa

uarters ana
Look for snarantsa labal and
Hose Supporters
cama on bucklas.
Co.,
Mfr.. Adrian, Mkh.
Na -- War Street Supeader

KQESS COIDSHQO

DETROIT.

WHrllUi W,

LATIGO

gentle-manner- ed

nitMHVWI.

LEATHER

Make your own leather, to repair your
make yout naitera. Den
barneas or to airing
Sell
a. quirts, etc.
lacing, aaddle
do their
leather to your nelchbors or are
doing
tanning for profit. Thousands
It and making money. Complete guaran
teed formula showing entire method
step by step aent pnatpald for 11.00,
HI

Fonrlh

M.

Diihmin, lowi

FKEK
Blone's pure maple eugar and syrup,

A DKI.ICIOUS TREAT

l.
maple sap. Sugar In
made only from pure
Syrup 11.00 per qt., ;I.E0
Leslie

pound cakes, 40c.
per gallon. Samples sent free upon requeat.
Address NEW YORK STATE MAPLE PROD-UCT- 8
CO.. FRXNKLINV1LLE. NEW YORK

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

22.

e.

,
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WARNING

1

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by. physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
:

Colds.
Toothache
Earache

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago.

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxea of 12 tableta Alao bottles of 24 and 100 Drnggista.
Afpirta u tbo ttidt (wrk ef
Btr Ifunfsctara of KosoaottlcadoMtor of. StllejlleMU

American, tioy
NOTICE

OF SUIT

haiuing County, New Mexico, Saturday.Marifr

11, 1922.

STOCKMEN MUST BE ORGANPROIZED TO MEET
BLEMS OF FUTURE
the

1

the District Court of
Iv.ghth Judicial District, State
of New Mexico, in and for the
Albuquerpue, N. Mexico,' FeK,
aunty of Harding.
28 ;
Wider membership and
First National Bank, Roy, New more closely knit organization
work must be achieved by the
Mexico, a Corporation,
livestock organizations of New
Plaintiff, Mexico if the industry
is to
VS.
thrive as it should, in the view
No. 48. of officers of the New Mexico
'..
Fred B. Misner, Edna Hurd Mis- Wool Growers' Association, and
ner Stanislaw Cygon, Stanislaw of the New Mexico Cattle and
Posluszny, James II. Cristman, J. Horse Growers' Association,
h. Lebert, Karolina Kolack. John whose annual convetion will be
M. Coffeen, T. J. Price, C.
E. held in March. The wool growHolcomb, First National Bank, ers will meet in Albuequrqiie
Clayton, New Mexico, a Corpora- March 16 and 17 and the cattle
tion, and Colfax County State growers in Las Vegas, March 21
Bank, a Corporation,
and 22. Exceptionally strong
Defendants. programs have been completed
To Stanislaw Cygon, Stanislaw for both conventions, including
Posluszny. and Karolina Kolack, papers and addresses by a number of the best known figures in
defendants above named.
You are hereby notifed that the livestock industry if the nasuit has been filed in the Dis- tion.
In past years, it is pointed out,
trict Court in and for the County of Harding, State ef New these organizations have been
Mexico, against you, being Cause very useful to the livestock grow
No. 48 upon the civil docket of ers, m dealing with specific prosaid court wherein First Nation- blems as they have arisen.
al Bank, Roy, New Mexico, is Many thousands of dollars have
the Plaintiff and Fred B. Misner. been saved to growers and many
Jkdna Hurd Misner, Stanislaw vexing problems disposed of by
Cygon, Stanislaw ' Posluszny, Lorganized effort. In the future,
Jamos II. Christman. J. H. Leb- however, it is going to be necesert, Karolina Kolack, John M. sary for both wool and ' cattle
Coffeen, T. J. Price. C. E. Hol- growers to be more closely orcomb, First National Bank, Clay- ganized and to have those enton, New Mexico, a corporation, gaged in the respective indusand Colfax County State Bank, a tries more generally affiliated to
corporation, are defendants ; that the end that a carefully planned
the nature and object of said suit policy of building for the indusis to foreclose that certain inden- try may be carried out. The orture of mortgage, dated Janu ganizations will no longer wait
ary 3rd, 1921, made and execut-- '. for the problems to arise and
ed by Fred B. Misner and Edna reach a crisis. They will anticiHurd Misner, his wife to Roy pate it and avert future crisis. ,
In furtherance of this policy
'Trust & Savings Bank, a corporaurgent
efforts are being made to
tion, but said Roy Trust and Savings Bank, assigned .to. First get ; every woolgrower in the
National Bank, Roy," New' "Mex- state tó attend the convention-a- t
and every cattle
ico, to secure two ceriám.nótes Albuquerque
made and executed by said Fred grower to go to Las Vegas, not
B. Misner and Edña ífürd Misner to "helpthe association." as has
his wife to said Roy t
and often been the attitude in the
Savings Bank, dated May 17th past, but to help himself, as an
1920 and December 31st, 1920 individual, to more stable prices,
for $2320.50 and $280.00 respec- more secure conditions and a
permanent prosperity.
tively with interest thereon at more
Ample
accomodations
Jare avail-adl- e
10
from December 31st, 1920.
for all who home at both
less a credit thereon of $55.97
cities, although it will be well for
paid
December
1921,
those. expecting, to attend to
ZZ
land and real estate situated in
m.ay be made through local
said County of Harding, State of
New Mexico
'
Aiuuquerque, or
-rnu
a y eSas anu
..rt
iu through Miss Bertha Benson,
viiuuier
me iNonnwest quarter oi sec- secretary of both associations,
tion thirty four in Township whose offices are in the Chamber
twenty-onNorth of Range of Commerce building,
Twenty-fiv- e
East of the New
Mexico Meridian, which said
mortgage was recorded on January 5th. 1921 in Book C. of Mor- RATON G. A. R. POST . SURRENDERS CHARTER
tgage Records of Mora County,
New Mexico at page 161, and for
judgment against said defendRaton, March 2. John A. Loants, Fred B. Misner and Edna gan Post No. 2 Grand Army of
Hurd Misner upon said notes, the .Republic of Raton, Departand the' sale of said premises ment of New Mexico, has ceased
and real estate to pay said pudg-me- its activities and surrendered its
'
; and for the determination charter.
Thirty-nin- e
of the priority of various liens
years have wrougof the several defendants named ht their decimating work. The
(ranks &Í. this body of Civil War
herein.
You are notified that, unless patriots is reduced to five, and
you enter your appearance m upon some of these the infirmisaid cause on or before April ties ol. age rest heavily.
to the
These
24th, 1922, judgment by default
roll call when the post was muswill be entered against you.
The name and address of Plain- tered out:
...
tiff's attorney is E. R. Wright, Daniel Risdon, post commander.
Robert Vogl, senior vice- - comSanta Fe, New Mexico.
mander.
my
seal
and
Witness
the
hand
of said court this 27th, day of Geogre Littrell.
William Rankin Morrison.
February, 1922. .
T. B. Thompson.
'
C. Ernest Anderson,
County Clerk
(D. C. Seal.)
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY OF HARDING
The official Blue Book of the ..October Adjourned, Term, A.
D. 1922.
State of NewMexico for 1921-2- 2
Semonita Garcia de Romero,
has just appeare from the press.
vs. "
by
gotten
up
is
which
book,
The
Bonifacio Romero.
the Secretary of State's office is
well constructed and a credit to No. 52.

THE
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SATISFIES
UNCLE SAM
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THE

Í

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Entered as

That's what the "Member of Federal Reserve"
stands for. It means that we measure up to
the exacting standards of strength and reliability set by the Government.

.

.

.

matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Registered August 27, 1912.
.,.

Santa Fe, N. M. March A new and very practical form of ser
for the people of New Mexico is coming to activity in the state
department of education through the work of the division of In
dustrial Rehabilitation, just now getting into action under the
of D. W. Rockey, Supervisor who took charge of th work
on February 1. Mr. Rockey came to New Mexico from Utah,
where he had wide experience in industrial welfare work. He has
given his first month on the job to a careful preliminary investigation of the NewMexico field the results of which indicate that
hia division of the department of education is going to have plenty
to do. Mr. Rockey estimates that there are not less than 2.000
,. :

;

And we aré proud of our steadily lengthen-- ,
ing list of customers evidence that we satisfy not only in point of strength and respsonsi-bilitbut in scope and helpfulness of service
-

man

y,

in Vimr

anA

c

M-ví-

j:... l l

i

i

,.
i. .
nnA'mkl
am
cugiuic iui ciisi&i,aui;e
unaer me acti oil congress ana. the ' New
Mexico law by which each appropriates S5.000 annually for rmnor.
ative industrial itihabilitation work among civilians, under the gen
eral supervision ot the division-o- t industrial rehabilitation, Feder-ai coazu ior vocational inculcation.
"Rendering a disabled peraon fit to work and Mm : tht.'a nnr
job," Mr, Rockey said today in discussing his work. "It is a job
worth doing, for the industrial and eccvaomic wastage due to disa
bility irom injury or disease is enormous thruout the nation, and
1

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

A

V.--

1

New Mexico is by no means exempt.
"Under the act of congress rehabilitfition is defined as th ivn.
dering of a person disabled fit to engage in a remunerative occupation.'" The language of the cat seems to indicate that its framers
had in mind almosl; wholly an educational or special training pro-ce43ut in actual experience it has been found that rehabilitation
is actually a specialized and often complex personal service which
may include' medical or 'surgical aid leading to physical recon- ""uv"""m
uiurumu ui an aivuiuiu arm in iKif ur some oinOT
mechanicai'applyance and teaching-ituse; occupaton that may
w tmra on wunpni aggravating certain disease tendencies, such
as the arrested case of tuberculosis; place a person disabled tó incapacity for one kind, of job into another that he can hold; or pro- vuuug suiiauie training, ior a specmc occupation. Any or air of
these forms of assistance may. be found necessarv in a sñfrifi'
of disability.,..j..iVjli . iy . . j vi uivuc ' ii ui i r .ti ti ii í ii if ii in ii i n v
for tuitional expense actual educational work-- , and in such cases
the individual must provide his own maintenance. Thus limited,
both as to scope of expediture and appropriation available, our
work becomes a big job of coniieraton. with "whatever
that
ean be found ready
in nandiinir ah individiil
ao ot anticipate any dilncuity in iir.dzng cases to occupy our'atr
wuuon. we mav finwinnr.or
m cjmn.mi.fi
eration that is necessary to successful handling of these cases,- until the people gcneplly i nderstand what.we are undertaking to do.
With understanding'
the v.crk cooperation isa matter-ocourse,'
because, first and last, every eke of .iíid.ústicial, disability .is a bur.
den unon some on family, fi
ty, and kiting that burden is as. iniiVjrfónt' 'to. each of these-ait is
v.4.
vyiii,
AJiuw cvtjry. case uiub pomes witn
in
m
of Our work, and we want to.get'into contact Vith every agency capable of cooperating witlius. While the work will
keep me m the field much of the time l ean be reached at any time
.

Roy, N. Mex.
A GOOD BANK FOR EVERYONE.
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If You Are in a Hurry
:..'

.

Order your abstracts from the

.

.

-

.:

.

HARDING" COUNTY ABSTRACT
:
COMPANY, Inc.

11

i

1 1

.

,

Ti-us-

iwW

(Bonded)

-

;

We give

our entire attention to the abstract business
and are prepared to furnish you abstracts "promptly. We
guarantee satisfaction in gyery particular.
v
.

f

W. II. COPLÉN, Manager

'

t

Mosquero, New Mexico.

-

'

s

""

'

j""s"i.

xt,
ieiv-

COMPANY

vice

We are proud of our Federal Reserve Member- -'
ship.
,

.

to-w- it:

,;;"'.

PRINTING

N

INDUSTRIAL REHABILITATION

,

TLL

'

second-cla- ss

.

.

Publish id By

Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
"
: Subscription
$2.00 per year, payable "strictly in advance.
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the-scop-

through the department."
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SCHEME ASSURES GROWERS
HOGS FOR HOME

Raton Greenhouses

nt

only-responde-

"THE NAYLOUS"
P.

O.

Drawer 349

Raton, N. M.

Money to Loan

-

;

Plenty, of money available to loan on
well improved real estate. Long time
and reasonable rates.

A BARGAIN BUY
I will sell my two 160, tracts

at a bargain for cash or time:

Ni2SEVi, SE14NW& and NE
SWVi Sec, 3, .Twp. 20 N R 27
E. Also S.y2NEi4, NWy4SEft,

21 and SWy4NWi4, Sec 32
Twp. 22 N R p7 E. One six miles
f rom Roy, the other seven miles
from Mills. Or will rent either.
Max M. Bushkevitz,
Lenient, Cook Co. HI.

Sec,

The said defendant, Bonifacio
Romero is hereby notified that
a suit in divorce has beencom- menced against him in the Dis
trict Court for the County of
Harding, State of New Mexico,
by said Semonita Garcia de Romero, who by affidavit, does say

that the whereabouts of the
named defendant is not
known, although diligent inquiry
and effort has been made to locate and find, his whreabouts,
that unless he enter or cause to
be entered his appearance in said
suit on or before the 31st., day
of March A. D. 1922, degree
PRO CONFESSO therein will be
radered against you.
J. B. Lusk,

ve

'.'

.'

''.--

Roy, N.

M.V

Attorney for Plaintiff
C. Ernest Anderson.
Clerk.

--

,

.

Members of the livestock shipping associations in Dekalb, Co.,
Ind.. have solved the problem of
having fat hogs on hand just
when they are ready to do their
home butchering, and the U. S. and uniform values.
Department of 'Agriculture thi2. The iotal budget for 1923
nks the plan could be worked by shall Tint: pypaí tlw fnol KnJ.4other cooperatives. Many of for 1922.
The total tax rate based upon
the members of the association
who do home butchering often the 1922 tax roll shall not exfound themselves with hogs rea- ceed the total tax rate based updy for market or slaughter be- on the 1921 tax roll. ...
4. Every item of expenditure
fore the farmers were prepared
shall
be scrutinized and reduced
confor the work. Under these
to
lowest possible minimum.
the
with
arrange
the
ditions they
manager of the association to If not absolutely necer.sary at
the present time, it shall be elim
ship their hogs to market at the
inated.
time the animals are ready, and
5.
For at least two vears
later, when the farmers are pr no bond issues for public improve
pared to butcher, they buy the .ments shall be voted for the radesired numDer irom tne asso-- son that such bond issues ab--.
ciation on the regular shipping 'sorb capital that would otherwise
day. The hogs are sold to them go into private enterprise. Bond
for the net market price return- - issues tor public purposes mean
ed to the members contributing taxes for interest and principal
buch bonds are tax
Wa tn th shinment. This orac- - payments,
whereas
money invested
thei?.111?
tice is an accomodation to
in
industries
create
taxable val
who
members, as often a farmer
ues.
slauerhhome
hogs
for
is raising
The foregoing are general prin
ter is not ready to butcher at the ciples
which should constitute a
time the hogs are in best con- program for reduction in expendition.' and he is not prepared to ditures and a lowering of tax
feed them as long as he desires. rates recommended for consider-ation by the numerous local organizations which are being form
ed in various parts of the state.
OVlafcr"""1"
wi si fin oc relatives in
Taxpayers- - should keep in close '
the npst, few voira
touch with the tax leving bodies
Thursday,
rer1' tv" and with the spending agencies
o nice Wo and f:re visit. Tl- - of government in order to combat
fovm is
teWs us that, his rM
those influences that are making
ouite exe'ted on an oil bcora jlst constant demands upon the pub-

-

X B, Proctor,

Mills,

n. M.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.

1

the state.
The book contains a list of al1
state, county and precinct. officers of the state also notary publics and other offices holders. It
gives a complete tabulated report of the special election of
last September. The half tones
of the State Officers including
senators and representatives add
to the makeup of the book.

'

HOW?

In order to reduce taxe:,, says
the Taxpayers' Associatkn in a
recent buldtin, every individual
taxpayer and every organization
of taxpayers must insist upon
the following:
1. All property shall le placed upon the tax roll at full, fair

SLAUGHTER
All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by Ex- press or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice.
,

REDUCE TAXES

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY, v

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
"
Mosquero, New Mexico.

-

rturri

hoe

du

at present.'

E. F. HENRY
--

CONTRACTOR.

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

lic

,

treasury.

Attention

must

continually be directed to economic c nJitions which determine,
Mr. W. C. Bir"tt. of R?rH tax paying ability. Until
there
Kansas was called to Roy
is a permanent economic recove- illnos.s
of ry, it is only common sense and
week by the serious
his son Rolen Barrett who'" was wisdom to limit public expendioperated upon for appendicitis"" tures to absolute necessities.
the Plumlee hospital Tuesd
reportn
evening, jvir. h;arcr,t
County Clerk Anderson and
severe snowstorms m v ert'ern
wife were up from the County
Kansas and that the w he-i- or- look is verv little better than it Seat last week spending a few
days ith Roy relatives.
is on tha mesa.
t

.

The

Spanish-America-

State

of- -

New Mexico, . . )

)SS.
County of Harding
)
In the District Court of the
Eighth Judicial District, in and

SEAT
NEWS

COUNTY

for the County of Harding.

Floersheim Mercantile Company

NO TICE

Plaintiff,

a corporation,
vs.
5.
!Í.

Burnett,

.:

..-

-

We were rather surprised to
see the Spanish American come
out last week much the same as
usual.' .Having been down with
a severe spell of sickness a few
days and consequently unable to
write any County Seat items we
imagined that the whole sneoang
would blow up and that the paper go kerflooey. Nothing of
the kind happened, howevejv and
we have heard it hinted around
that last weeks: paper was one of
the best ever gotten nut since

Defendant.

39.

1

.:, EXECUTION
Notice is hereby given that un-iand by virtue of a certain exe
cution issued out of the above en
titled Court on the 4th., day of
February, A. D. 1922, under a
judgment and order of sale rendered in the above entitled cause
er

repair shop in all departments as well as
all storage space to R. A. Pendleton, Jr., who will conduct
it ki the future.. .1 wish to thank the public for this por-

l have

sold my

tion of the business which has been given me and trust
you will accord Mr. Pendleton, as much or more business
than I have received ,.: I assure you he will appreciate it- -

on

the 31st., day of January A.

1922, that I will offer at public sale, the personal property
which was attached and levied
upon in the said above entitled
cause, to the highest bidder for
cash in hand on the.v6th.,' day of
March, A. D. 1922, at the hour
of 10 o'clock A. IL of said day at
the G. Bumett,; ranch about 20
miles northeast of Roy, of the
county, and state aforesaid, the
following dscribed property; or
so much thereof as may be nec- essarv to réalizé the : süní 'of
D.

BROWN

F. S.

AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES AND SAM
SON TRUCKS.

we

.

& 27j
'hree Hundred Ninety-fou- r
amount of judgment
and, Nine & 29100 Dollars interest and the amount of Eight &
t0;i00 Dollars costs of said Court
action, and all other costs since
'
incurred,
,; K
Forty-fiv- e
head of red and red

THE WORTH OF A LIFE

ure with, will not touch the pleasures, money will buy the comThere are great propositions forts and necessities of life, but
that confront oeonlp now as al the peace of mind is deeper. It
ways havp been, we don't suppose !s of purer and higher value than
that there ever was a time when gold,
the people of all classes were The satisfaction and contentsatisfied and enjoying prosperity ment that we long for is to' preIf we don't work for prosperity cious for money to buy. This is
we are not, likely to enjoy-it.If thé part of humanity that is not
we don't work; for Jbetter social mortal, it is the part of us that
conditionj 'théy will not be ours we want to encourage the grow- to enjoy," y
we don't tell our th of, it is the part . that is,,to
children, and i", continué to tell be transplanted, among the other
them of the" many "' snails ' and flowers, that is blooming, wríeré
traps that might catch, them; money is not the medium of extey may jptgrow into ' the' kind change, but the life of the hereof life thtwe would like to see after; is to' be "shaped here and
Our lives're largely made up of the good ve have to our credit,
the lives of Tother folks", wé are We sometimes think that wé
are not enough in" earnest, and
more or less a mimic
of it if we can add a little as wt don't have the care we ougjit; to
go alongV.!by'Qur,own reasoning, have, It'rneans something "to
Btudying.o'f the great iprblems contribute a life to the world we
and their final consequences we! only haveour Ufe to givprthe
don't belieYe,tthat our. lives and service that a life can reader and
thoughts'árejust hapjpéhíhgs, wethe' wbrtj of it is rarely ever
believe, our thoughts,.' arid' wat counted Fp, until the individual
an the other side of
todrridu
we aw,
somethjp ,. we believe that, every the' rí ver? and ffthor members of

to-w-it:

white f aced cows.
One Hereford bull.
Branded various brands, to wit :
Lazy R on right hip, F-- on lef t
jaw crossed Y-- J on left hip and
Two head of red, white faced
cows with carves at siae; urana
G

.

rf-Tk-

,

nrmvé-

-

'

.

mentioned.

started writing for it. We

think these remarks were origin
ated in the hearts of envious, jea
lous neighbors who are jealous
of our wonderful ability ra the
noble art of making two items
of news 'grow where but one
grew before.
;
- The old snow man from the
north arose from his long siesta
last week and in the words of
out old school books, came, saw
and conquered. His reign was
one of terror while it lasted. It
snowed a little, blew a lot and
converted our mild,. equable climate into a minature Artie zone
and caused us to wish for the
snow huts and warm furs' of the
Esquimaux': About six,, inches
of snow fell, which did Considera
ble góod.altho allarge. part of it
was blown from" the "fields ' and
accumulated, jft large drifts whe
re it was less badly needed,
Judge Julian Padilla, our effi
Probate Judm, .was in

100 Dollars

If

MarihlM92

Roy. Harding County, New Mexico, Saturday,

n,

Court sand attending, to the
many
matters that had accümula
l'A
4
Une Trrottíea urnam cow.
it...
i.
uie ta&i lexMiat vcuu.
scinw
lea
One Ford car, two passenger,
Mr. W.. Mealey made a trip
One com shelter, one iron water
to Springer Monday where he
tanjt Three stacks of,
Attended the meeting pf, thé
one ;tacfe M&&$- about
líighwayAsso-datio200 , bushels com gathered. an
the, auspices
áliout 2S acres corrt,.ujigatltered
Cliamber
Springer
of Com
of
the
Dated this 5th., day of Vebj merce and got the good work of
ruar', A. D,
starjting,that famous highway on
' ife'riquéviñg toü'r (ff.ühe !ippu.
New
Couiity.
Sherííf, Harding
tain .and valley , towns pf . that'

Mreévhea4 of íí)urí&m

covfs; bate

.

;

unthj-ash-ed'oat-

h

but-wha- t

held-und-

r

er

Iartxíf theóuntryMXí'.

F

bene--bloo-

m!

.

mand in the Hear future if the
expectations of the prometéis
are realized.
' One of the severest wind stor- ms ever experienced on the me- -

mm &2fp
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Most successful business
-- A-'
Savings
'Hi

t

W

-- '

áiéií ówe tííeufT súcééss lo'tht
"' ' ':-

AecountHábít

f:

tCVLjlVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

'

4

;

'

-

We will open

I

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

opportunity to attend church and
do some shopping in the mesa
metropolis.

.

'

'

it

We PAY 5

an account with you for as low as $1.00
PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

BANK OF ROY
Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00

I

The Roy Garage

Ti

to the

'

;

;

lid

this space belongs

.

:;

ll

BUT
Don't forget that

-

:

Deposit a dollar or two each week and áee how rapidly
will grow.
y
';;:;i'

.

t

;

Arrangements have been
made by Rev. Burnett for a big

--

uejy;

tht

:

a series of meetings that
promises to be the biggest thing
in this line ever undertaken on
sa blew up Sunday. It swept a- - the mesa. The entire hotel has
cross the mesa in all of its maj- - been engaged. for this staff of
csty, sweeping the streets of the workers and a great deal of in- oust ana depositing n uuvuku terest is being taken in the mat
the mmutests of cracks on the ter. Better get ready to attend
furniture of the worried house- or you will forever regret it
Among those attending Probate
wives, eaused the men to take
Court are Mr. Fuentes of
strenuous marathon training in
running down their hats and near Gallegos and Mr. Ignacio
changed cosiderable real estate Maestas, prominent stockman of
old papers and tumble weeds of the Mills neighborhood.
one part of the country ,.to ano- "
If we seem to have occupied
ther. It was a real, sure-nuf-f,
than our fair share of spa-",- e
more
simon-pur- e
all wool, yard wide,
week's S. A. just bear
this
in
windstorm. Whew, we havn't
we are merely trymind
in
that
got it all dugout ofvour ears yet
up
for our last weemake
ing
to
and we can't .recover ifrom the
(lots
of people would
paucity
ks
the
during
taste of the country,
word withto
use
that
afraid
be
next two weeks. It may look all out knowing what it means, but
abright but it certainly has an
we are not) of news from this
ominable taste.
;
thriving burg.
By the way we haven't com
Mr." and Mrs. E. L.. Bowler, of
Sterling, Colorado, were business pleted a deal for ourArkansas
visitors in the County Seat this farm yet. Bettér come down and
week looking over the country! see us. We are "rarin' " to got
a view of locating' here permaMabel Emerson'. Violet Emer-sonently.. u.They, were.r Anxipus tq
áñd Fáy Wilkinson were visit
buy a small rínch arid also
in Daw
the. newspaper' business. son' last Saturday
,
They took up.the matter of the
Wm; Bagley who has been
purchase of the Harding County
assisting
át .tiie" S. A. the , past,
Developer but made no permais reported quité,
months
several
nent arrangements, fhey were sick at his: room in. the Lucero
very favorably' impressed with building.; Mr. Bagíey issuffer-tfté country ajja'Jgpbably return at a later date.

whvM:, ber

'"'

Mr. W. J. Hale, from near Gal- legos, has purchased the small
real estate office formerly occupied by the Mosquero Land Company, and will engage in the
poultry and country produce busi
ness, carrying a small stock f
groceries also. rllr. Hale is la
valuable acquisition to our little
town and we venture to predict
Chat he will make GOOD.

Ie'
tosiVf

.

conducting a singing" arid 'music
CARD OF THANKS
class in Mosquero concluded his
and
Mwa$y
vióefcí this
r TA.thoífi Mw. yverA so kind to night. A musical énkrtáinñíeht
life
ten from good books and Darers tne irood time tomoi-row- .
brother LisforciloEh and
but to- - our soil and
r
the life can be made a real en-- morrow iiever comes,
Methodist AJhurca in nonor oi
joyment to ones self and a
and soon fade, the wintry and" 'bwíál "also to'Hhose":'ho this' efficient teasherrfEffDrts.ai,e
fit to humanity, too many of us winds will blow, the few gray were so kind ;and.aided his, wife being made, to' arrange .for hi reare working hard today. so that hairs will multiply and soon old, and children" 'during their sick-w- e turn in the' coriiíng súmmer to
may have á good time torrior-- age hjas ,ome, there are soon to ness and grief, we want to thank conduct a ten days Normal Instirow. The great trouble, ky be; spent millions of years in, th'e you all from the bottom of our tute which will be devoted to the
friends, tomorrow may never co-- world
is unknown, but still héarts as it was impossible for preparing of those v wishing to
me. Oui'life that is so full of anx in the face of this we fiirure on any of us to come to Roy and teach both vocal and ínstrümeñ- iety arvd hopes of better days to big times tomorrow, lets have thank you personally as we too al music.
come, may never reach the zen- - the peace of mind today, and as have been seriously ill with, he i Mrs. Martha Hanson,' grand
ith while we' live. We may nev- - we have been told tomorrow will flu. We ask God's richest bless-,--! mother of Mrs. W. S. Tanner, of
er attain the perfect peace and take care of itself, we will not ings for you all,
Mosquero, died at the advanced
serenity of mind that we so de- - .miss all of the pleasures that we ' J- - W. Robertson and daughters, age of 87 at Mosquero, Friday
sire. If we will just think this 'have been planning on enjoying. 707 E. Lincoln St. Wellington, March 3rd. She, had been expect'
'
great consolaton is in the power We are sure that it is the desire Kansas.
ing death for some time and pri" --L-l
of our own minds. Money that of everyone to be of real worth
or to her final disease made all
we are expecting to buy pleas- - to the world.
Let us, have your want ads,. ... preparations for her funeral arrangements. She was inferred
at the Mosquero Cemetery Saturday, March 4th. Rev. Bumett
officiated at the funeral exercises.
A crew of men under the supervision of Mr. W. P. Mealey, Jr
started work on'the Jose Armijo
farm, two miles east of town
Monday, and will sink several
H
shafts and tunnels in a effort to
determine the real value of the
11
1
outcropping of coal at that place
, ,
1
The deposits of oil shale known
to contain a large amount of oil
will also be prospected at the
same time and their full extent
determined.
Mr. Mealey is an
takes time to write abver- expert mining engineer having
1 for some time bee'n employed by
tisements. Being short
some of the lar-mining comof time this week, this advertise.
panies of Old Merico. If fche
prospects warrant further dement is correspondingly short.
velopment arrangements have
been made for the financing of a
company that will be fully able
to develop this proposition both
as a mining venture and as a
possible production of high grade
oil and gasoline from the depos
its of oil shale.
Dr. Daniels was called to Clay
ton Sunday by the serious illness
of a married sister of our local
druggist, Mr. Milo Ratcliff. On
Monday morning Mr. Ratcliff received word that his sister had
died before the arrival of Dr.
.1
Daniels and Mr. Ratcliff aid fami
ly immediately left for Clayton
by auto. .
Mrs. Benj. F. Brown and broM. Ü. GIBBS, Prop.
ther Emilio Truiilio drove up to
Roy Sunday night . where they
spent the., night and returned
of the
Mon. Taking advantage

thewifliA-r-

One of the serious drawbacks
to the extensive building opera
tions has been the expense of
hauling sand in from a long distance or else having, it shipped
in. This promises to be over
come in the near future. Some
time ago when a well was sunk
on the east side of town an ex
tensive deposit of sand and gra
vel was encountered at the deotn
of some 15 or 20 feet Work
by Mr. Al- commenced
has been
. ,
.
e ta
on
vra (Jloua
tne premises pi ur,
will be opened
Daniels and
up on the edgl of the

which is known as the Beck Motor Co
Acetylene Welding
'

Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing:
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas
All Work Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrs,
Come in and let us figure with you on your
We will come out and pull your cí!
in.
.

Tractor.

.

Phone No. 8 W.

ftfllWWftppViWtiflpfrpipV

The
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
ACTION-

-

Spanish-America-

Anti Freeze, 1 Ford Engine Block and head, 3 Year axle Hous
ings, miscellaneous "' Fenders,' 2
Goodrich tires, two Fish O. S.
plain Tread, two used Ford Tractor wheels, solid tread. 1 tire
rack, Miscellaneous Fordspn Trac
tor repairs,:-anparts, Ford
Truck Repairs and parts, Auto
repairs and parts, accessories.
And said defendant is further
notified that unless he enters
his appearance herein on or before the 10th., day of April. 19- 22, judgment will be rendered a-gainst him be default and his
said above described property
which is attached sld to satis
fy the same.
That the name and post office
address of plaintiffs' attorney,
is W. R. Holly, Springer, New
'

State of New Mexico)
"
County of Harding).'- '
In the District Court Thereof,
Eighth Judicial District.
-

C.

d

J. VoIJmer and Paul Vollmer,
as Vollmer Brothers,
Plaintiffs,
Y

vs.

J. W. Beck, trading as Beck

Mo- -'

tor Company,
- ..

No. 2(5.

Defendants,

-

First National Bank of Roy, a cor

poration, and Wolcott L. Russel,
Garnishees,
Irvin Ogden, Sr., Grace V. Ogden
and Fidelity Security Company.
Interveners.
J.
defendant,
named
The above
hereby
notified
that
is
W. Beck,
the above entitled action has
been commenced- by the, alxve
named plaintiffs against said defendant, the general objects of
which action are to recover a
judgment for the Bum of Two
Thousand, Eight Hundred & No
100 Dollars, due plaintiffs from
defendant upon an account for
goods, wares and merchandise,
sold and delivered by the plaintiffs to the' defendant; that on
the 14th., day of November, 1921
of granishment was issued against the above named
iranishees. v hich writ was serv
ed an said garnishees on said 14t-h- .,
day of November, 1921, and
said defendant is notified that
unless he appeal's herein on the
. return day as provided in this
notice, judgment will 'be renders
ed against him and the g$rnish
ees, and the effects garnished,
-

Mexico.

of Mosauero.
New Mexico.
of February,

Ernest Anderson,
Clerk of said court.

C.

y
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SecUcm.Fii-teen- k
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Y
Samuel.20;3.
The funeral took place ob Fn
day afternoon .at I P, iL at
Cemetery Rev. Maasagee--havinchargeof the fiúieraj services and burial following imtoe&V
Y
lately, after., ".
Mrs. "..Davis was one oí the- much loved neighbors in the com
munity in which. she. UVed and
her death was' a creat shock tc
1
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AVo wish to than"k
xnA friends for the

Will take good business house in trade

Price

If interested in this proposition, write or

-

see- -

Sctiu tz & J oh nso
Roy, New Mexico

:

The New Mexico organization
which is a branch of the T. N.
M.,' Highway met at Logan Tues--da- y
afternoon just before the N.-delegates left town and the
Board of Directors elected the
following officers:
President L. II. Brock, Abbott
N. M. ; Vice- - Pres. J. W. Corn of
W P.
Tucumcari;
Medley of Mosouero : Publicity
agent, W. G. Johnson of Roy.
The purpose of the organiza
tion is to assist thv Dual Stater
Association in every way possi- bla. Collect d:.ta and get out ad-vertisiilg matter of the splen
dors and beauty of the New
Sec-Trea-

It's No Longer For Sale
The following described car was listed
for sale some time ago but the owner has
decided to keep it after seeing how well
WE HAVE REPAIRED IT.
This is the "Lizzie he wanted to sell."
One Ford car with piston rings,
Two rear wheels, one front spring ;
Has no fenders, seat made of plank,
Burns lots of gas, hard to crank,
Carburetor busted half way thru,
:
Engine missing, hits on two;
Only three years old, four in the spring,
Has shock absorbers n'everything,
Ten spokes missing, front axel bent,
All tires punctured, not worth, a cent.
Got lots 'o speed, will run like the deuce,
Bums either oil or tobacco juice.
If you want this car you better get busy
It's a fine looking car if it is a "Lizzie."
-

NOTICE OF SCHOOL
MEETING MARCH 11th.
A meeting has been called for
Fridav eveniner. eisrht o'clock
sharp, at the Brand School House
to discuss the Question of con
solidation of schools. Everyone
living in the vicinity is request
ed to be Dresent as many things
concerning the welfare of the
'
schools will be taken ap.
v
Signed,
Maud L. Johnson. Chairman.
Joe Wright, Member.
John Green, Member.

Thousands of people who had
lost hope of ever being well
again have been restored to
health and happiness by Tanlac.
.

Robert Elder had a horse to
fall with him this week which he
was riding and caused hm a very
painful injury. One of the leg
bones was cracked and he was
otherwise bruised. Robert says
the pain is bad enough but staying out of school is worse.

Doddsf Motor & Eletrical Co.
JiEW MEXICO

ROY,

II

Al,l.

.

STATE ORGANIZATION OF
THE TEXAS NEW MEXICO
HIGHWAY ELECT OFFICERS

E3EE333E

Get rid of that indigestion,
stomach trouble and nervousness, build up your system and
regain' that lost weight. Take
Tanlac. Fairview Pharmacy.

our rclatíveÜtf
kindness and V

belp shown ' us during" the sick- ness and aeain oi our aariiHg
wife,- daughter" arid sister. Your
kind words will do much to a- saüga the awful grief that
'
,
,
aurS to bear."
Fred Davis,
Wm7 Bowman and family.

$8.00 péj acre if taken soon

I

,

!illtl l!l.

II1IVV

'

Fairview Pharmacy.

i

;

s.

;

'

.

':

"

mountain country and es--Taos-pecially the Cimarron
A norther blew in Wednesday
Country.
evemnsr and brought on a snow
The organization is composed
which will add to the moisture
of seven directors and the off- iwe have stored up for the winter
'left 'á'rá elected from the direct
wheat crop.
ors wih the exception of the p- ablícity agent and they can pick;
The infant Babe of Mr and Mrs Win from any old place hence the-LJl- :
John Coffeen was christened by
editor got the job. How,
Rev. Russel at the ranch- home ever, .we are going to let joit .
of Mr. and Mrs. Coffeen last Mon know that thev have a nuMcí- - day. Only relatives of the fami ty man and that the Texas
ly were present at tiie christen New Mexico Highway is on the
Mexico

,

;

:

Y

'

.

-

ing.

'

tria.-- .

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mesgner at Raton New Mexico
on Friday the 3rd, a fine baby
girl. Mother and babe are report
ed doing nicely. Mrs. Messner
was formeslyMyrtle Kern f this
place. Mrs. Margaret Bursick o
this place is staying with her sis
ter and grandpa Kern and Aunt
Maud and Uncle Russel are all
smiles this week. ...
-

OR

SALE

FOR

TRADE

M.-.- V.

:

'

A'- -

acres, 4 ' miles east'-Pea- '
BIueRidge Ark., 20, aa-e-s
grass, 10 acres Blackberries'
some; strawberries, t'eacnes an'
añnles. about 70 acres: im culti
vation, rest timber, this farm í
located nght in the fruit belt r
Arkansas, for information wifr
or see, E. L. NorthcuttI2ns. I
fann

,
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ars and Jthe...giiéf 'stricken hua- -'
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wheat
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.4
i cent is the
W" appreciated.
illrselí ttós firt
ky ;Wth 30 yeartimé-pbalance at 16:;iriter.triiu:
--

frvEMtf

rd

,

daughter, father and. mother, 2
brothers and four sisters
Her being called from. this Gre
at the age of 2pv years, 11 months;
and one day brings to ouj mard
the fact that death is no res? of age as, "It is appointeid ftY" V
man onca to die but after ai:;.t .
the judgment," Heb. 9:27, Death;-- . ,
is so near us all until it befc)vee' ',
all to be ready. for the calL "Bat:
truly, as the Lord Liveth, aid a
thy soul liveth, there i but one .
step between me and death," '

i mm

..i

in New Mexico'
No better rázihínr t land
.......
:.

ttvty.rth,

Ward-Leona-

day.

.

v

e,

.

next Sunday sure.
...
Mr. Heath visited Lysis' tía-- '
zen last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morionl.'
visited the Sanger home last Sam

-

'

'

n

Y

,

This land is all in á bodviánd lies within a mile and
a half óf Roy; AtíbÜt 70 percent tillable, r&riiy of
'
;:i:t
,jyater and lots of canyonshélter.

KjtASO

ht

Grandma Hazen v.'as unabfc
to attend church Sunday. Cbtne-oGrandma we must see jrocá

Dr. W. S. Merrick Vekasug
Sureaon.
will be in Rov MarcB IS
Mr. Ames and T. J. Heiman
assisted the Bradley boys with at Readers feed and sale yar&L
their butchering Monday.
OBITUARY.
Don't forget the mothers' club
of Mosquero expects you out to
On March 1st., 1922 the spir
help set your share of trees out
on Arbon Day. Come and enjoy it of Mrs. Ruby- Benino Dawisv
was takea home.. She was bero
a fine dinner given by them.
August Forceman is visiting near Cruz, Coleman' County, Tex.
March 29, 1901 and' moved to
the Bradley neighborhood.
Mrs. Morford and Mrs. Don New Mexico June 1907" with her
Bradley attended the Mothers' parents Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bew-ma- n.
She was married to Mk.
Club Friday.
Davis
January 26, 192(K- Fred
Some of the young boys are
There was bora to this unions
still finding great sport in skatone baby girl. She was converging on the Black Lake.
ed at Pleasent View School UsaMorLee Sanger, visited Loid
ford and Everett AsDzren Fri se at the age of about fifteen Iw&
never joined any church, howday.
Lysle Hazen butchered a finé ever we believe she is at rest wi
'
th her Lord as church memoir
beef last week...
ship cannot save, but a simple
trust in Christ is all that can
save from sin. She was a demoted wife and a loving motie
and was loved by all who knew
her. She leaves a host of frie
nds to mourn her loss. She is
survived by a husband and babj '
R7"
IT "YJ

to go again.

One of the fi
Mexico r 35P0 cres deeded.

'

Harding -- County tinder and by;
virtue of a. writ' of attachment
issued in the above entitled action, levied üpóil and attached
the interests of-- thedefendant in
the following described real property, situate, lying and being in
larding County, New Mexico.to-wit- .

"
record.
.'..,'..-.- '
Twenty-fivr.
Twenty-fouLots
and
t Tvnf
rr.otr-t;'- v
Twenty-eigof Block Seven,
and Lots Eighteen and. Nineteen
of Block seventeen and lot twenty of Block Ten, of the Town of
Roy, in said County of Harding,
according to the official plat of
said Town of Roy on file and of
record.
and Twenty-fLots Twenty-thre- e
our
of Block One of Floershe
to the Town of Roy,
addition
im's
in said County of Harding, according to the official plat of
said addition to the Town of Roy
cn file and of record.
And on said date the sheriff
of Harding County also attached the following described per:
it
sonal rn'onerty,
One roll top desk, one glass
show case, approximately twelve
foot lono-- . one Burrough's Add
ing Machine, oneNational cash
register, one safe made by National Safe and Lock Company,
one gas tank and pump, two bowy
ser tanks and pumps, one auto
lift crane, one lever jack, one
weaver jack, one buminr in
block, one Fairbanks gas engine,
one western electric generator,
one Robins electric motor, one
motor stand, one Fairbanks differential stand, one air compressor tank and hose, one Goddell
nnA Pratt drill tress. one bat
tery press, one coil testing maElecchine, one
start-ino- p
one
tric Company rheostat,
Aitv switch, one used Ford- son tractor, Four Oliver Tractor
Drawn Disk Plows, ' Demg
disk plows and 2 being 3 disk
plows, with four new disks and
n
8 old disks, one
Tandem Disk Harrow and one
Oliver Tarídem Cultipacker, miscellaneous parts. fpr Oliver plow,
tire"accessories, bulbs, auto accessories in show case, Ford parts, 7 Ford Lamps, 2 radiator

s

J

dáof

Lots Twenty and Twéñty-ori- e
of Block Ten, of Tyler's Addition
to the town of Roy, in said Couri-t.- v
of Harding according to the
official plat of said addition to.
the Town of Roy on file ana oi

and-Mr-

;

Novcmber,-:Í92l,thé:she"ríff!-

the
HáHge 3ty$jLft f
New Mexico Principal MéridiáuY

.

hand and the

,
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Sunday School were Mr.
Dietz and Miss Wiekham. We
were glad to welcome them to
our congregation.
Mr
Beem has been on
the sick list the past few days
but is now able to be out and going again.
Joe Woods was reported ill but
we understand he is up and able

'

-

"

disposed of, t provided by law,
to pay said judgment, and. the
aid defendant" is further notified
that onW said. ' l'4th

The north hall of

NOTICE
BRADLEY
There will be a social and pro
gram at Solano on Saturday
We ñiust mention first of all
evening March 18th given by the in our. items our S. S. and Crur-c- h
Baptist Ladies' Aid. An admiss
of course our S. S. out numion will be charged according to bered itself this Sunday. A large
your waist measurement' but and a fine crowd was out to hear
otherwise everything will be ab- Bro. Burnett deliver one of those
solutely free including a fine lun- good sermons. Bro Burnett took
ch. Come out and tell your frie- the young men's class and made
nds to come 'for" their will be it very interesting. Harry Lind
plenty of fun for all and an ex- gren was chosen as class secretra good time is assured.
tary..
Mrs. W. R. Bradley has had
E. G. Parks was in Roy Mon- a .touch of the epedemic which is
day morning eroute to the Counaround.
ty Seat. He reports 'tax. collec- going
, Lysle Hazen and G . W. Hazen
tions coming nicely.
were Roy visitors Tuesday.
Jerome Cadeel visited at the
'
A. I. Burleson has signified
Morford home over Saturday eve
his attention of atteding the so- and Sunday ;
'"
cial at Solano also W. G. John
W . E . Bradley and Ralph Hason. Shorty has sent to Texas
were in the County Seat Mon
zen
for more capital but Bill says he
.
V
is on a. strenuous diet making day. ,.
Mrs. Authur Hazen and famirapid progress in the art of rely visited at the'párental home
duction.
of C. C ; Moore Sunday.
Mrs. MY. L. Woods and family
If you are all ran down weak
and nervous and feel Out of sorts spent Sunday with her sister
with everything and everybody, Mrs. Murphy.
' get back in line by taking Tan-la- c.
Among those who came out
from Mossuero for church and
Fairview Pharmacy.

j

WITNESS : my
soal of said court
Harding County,
this 18th., day
1922.

Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Satu relay, Marih 11, 1922.
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llar ding County. New Mexico. Sr tu rday, Marihll,

Roy.

Spanish-America-

1922.

BRADLEY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

REDUCED

By C. K. Anderson. President.
Jim Lee mis on the sick list
to use her hand for the past few
Unió i County Farm Bureau,
also Mrs. Deem has been unable
origanal- - davs.
was
This
arícele
Note;
. .
.
..
...
iy written toy Mr. Anderson tor
Mr and Mrs. C. Driskil were
so inorougiuy express me vaiue, , the County Seat, Tuesday.
ns iocu paper wui us contents
Drad,ey
s
the
of ncrh.ultural education that it
WHO Went to Logan
mnoh
i.nhlioitv
a
inslifi.
xvi.r

PRICE
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Fordson Tractor
20
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Mr-- . A- -es
says. he
vuuujíu ui muse ueauuiui
s to supply each of their
one.

ítllieethea

i iwp .vx;r.U T!d wwrds. Ho llx SKtuibo"Fh 'e11 dnJ!
JftlB at
ád
a5 th(
P11 yethomd
SPRINGER. X. XL
i srivter.t machinist
not
Jay.
struck
have
2sMgaK-vT- t
or
f
i
Ki.í..
Lysle
Hazen
on
sick
the
list
is
ithnci.
sstf íCíixeís autos and
Iew rta"s but is better now.
He should have at leA- I IrstfUMi.
Dealers
st sui efeniestary knowledge oft Mr. Wilcox, father of Mrs
i,ixU
fcervd not be a special-- 1 Lysle Hazen left for his home
u-life and plant breed-- : in Colorado Sunday. All who
in
rur.t
At Roy Garage
he. must know the ele; met him found him to. be a real
......
. .. f
.
i
a
r...i
j naie
to nave mm ileave,
ivuui i . Tr.
iicimum iKaowjF"
something of bacteriology
he j We hope he can come again and
;wiil ned to vaccinate against stay loner next time.
. wacoeg ano nog
cholera ; he wiU
S. School was well attended all
MOFAX
juneuMtee pe luoercunn test officers and teachers report an
uw iiumcumm. jie win increase of enrollment each Sun- we must aamit tno that we
.V5Cmilk or
Mr. and Mrs. Will J,rAñ 7 ir
more thanD he
visited Mr. and Mr. Alfred Bro-or
j
imagine,
wnunday.
' Uett
expects to be with us this
e
know something Sunday and he knows a hearty
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Banks. I
ana geology m or- - welcome awaits him. Every body
Wsen and jw
f- Joiinston t0with uer w nieu gent y Keep up lhe ie welcome to come along and hear
I

t

W. A. Tenner of Mosquero was
baeüwes visitor in Roy Tues-la- j.
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or

month. "22iid., to
showers.
'

were attening to business
matters in the Couty Seat last

Saturday.

May--'

I am a ocradnat
fm
..uní me
Missouri Auctioneering School.
I will assure vou of sn;;u
--

-

.

that brings results.

Will be glad to cry your sale
anywhere at any time.

Col. B. R. Reeder
Roy, New Mexico.

s

s

t 24th., pleasant
Hay Carr was a business visi-c- compai-ativelfi'ee from winds
in the County Seat Thursday and dust storms. As is often the
case in March 2th., to 31st., hg- .and Friday.
irt scattering squalls
Anril lst.T to 21st.. fin sun-- l:
"Dr. Murdock, Springer dentist
winds
sain Roy tMs week looking after shine withoirlv
Maroh 11th.,

L. D. Woods and Jack

AUCTIONEER

J

WEATHER FORECAST

,

his dental trade.

Foster Blk.

JtV

-

15

Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.

.Morford and Everett
farmer ÍAwmn visited Mr. Ame,. Thur- Sunday they we-"r- - ""nt nome (we supposed, but they

íSSSSSS
S?E&

SPRINGER SALES &AUTO
COMPANY

R.S.WOOD

DODD

.'

x

Reprsentedby

Dates at this office.

Agricif.hual Education.
M'no Wednesday.'
Uiion Count v is strict Iv an
Kanute and Harry were haul
Every rvsi-- l
argicultural
I. C.
S
dent who syt hi Uviivir from iing wheat to Solano up to the
Union County $vU it either di timo of the big snow.
UNDERTAKER
'
recti o uwfcwtíy tYwn
Truth crushed to earth shal
sn
'
And
CUttUm lAVrV1?4 tMttht trt b'riirt .yin tñA Uanh nriAA
LICENSED EMBALM ER
jvreU vtewt i 0 ftediwUla 'some politician sn't close enough Full line of Casket3 alwaysq
on
of
U i df evident to kick her ritxs in before she
ana
uohu,
aresses.
suits
iuu
tiwa
to oc gets to her knees" observed Au- - Calls answered day
or night

F. O. B. Your Farm
Ready to Work

raí vmvttSAiCA

Mills, N. M.

RlPh "azen and Joe Woodward

srxtts.

Authorized
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ROT, N. M.

Geo E. Cochrane
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Extracted Honey

Retailed by all

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens .

Fatjo Apiaries

BrS
SJfS

-
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For sale bjr the case
and in S gal. cans

,

SfflS?

Ir:

ancy Comb
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Sd
O. Snnfrt
T. II. Polaskie
II. Olsen is on the sick list this
.
.. Mills, N. M.
IconducthisbusineaaanddiSi
,. '
week.
' .
,a
a,,
1,5
ra-.
a i:
6
Edwin-otófMher-

FATJO'S HONEY

bd-en

0"

P .0. Box

Sorincer. Npw

Mot-

-

rmprovmg now
.S:S. gave Mrs. Don Brad- Tiatfoviua rtf illoíí with iHstillnrl
ley
pleasant surorise SnnHav
a
corjspond-enBrown'
special
Ben
t water at Service Garage free of Mr.
If your son is to be a banker, She being unable
Au
Allen,
Rose,
to átted S. S.
Mrs.
and
from the County. Sat for
a merchant, a lawyer, a doctor,
'
so
charge.
S.
S.
all
went
after
down and
t
spent
Will
tlier and
and wife
Tths S. A. has been on the sick
a teacher, in fact if he is going
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T. to live in a town that depends called upon her and the sick
list, hence no County Seat Items.
Ihave taken the flwnw,
Read the S.-- A. for the news. A. Hawkins.last week.
upon agriculture for its support children.
one of the stron O'pof
T'n TYintt
Mr.
and
Mrs
Lysle
Hazen
he needs to know the fundamenranee Companies doin? businp?.q
companifed "Mr.
to
the
tals of agriculture: It is alsn
in the State and will be glad
tram Sunday.
to
that your daughter
Our worthy SuptMrs. Asp-gr- uisuie your property against
should know much about the sciis on the sick list this week, fire, lightning, tornados etc.
ence of agriculture. ' If they are
got to S. S. just the
she
but
I also insure farm property.
not fortunate enough to become
I appreciate your patronage.
same and so
Hazfarmers or to marry farmers, en
and on time too.
F.H.Foster,
you at least hope they will marry
Roy, N. M.
Several seem to have ba colds
wealthy enough and sensible
and feeling bad but - this fine
to own a farm.
show will
romp alive
The federal
tins and forgetmaki them
Thpv
their
troubles.
recogmzed the need for univer will
be eating a whole rooster and
sal education in the science of
agriculture and has sought in va- eating an old one at that in the
next few days.
rious ways to supply the need.
Mrs. Morford was out with the
!
ay
une
two big words
"VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION"
is bv means of conntv Aspgren family Sunday.
agricultural agents and other ex- ' Quit?
a few went to the CounThey may not mean much to you men and women in full enjoyment of
tension workers from the agr- ty
Seat to vote Saturday. All
coll
icultural
health, unimpaired physical condition, ai)le to go about jjour daily occupathis ACETYLENE WELDING AND
through special instructors in ag- voted the right way from
DISC ROLLING
oí
district,
for the bonds
course.
tions without the handicap of a missing leg or ami or eye, or some of the
riculture in our high schools.
AT THE OLD STAND,
Mrs. Kinssberrv was out. to
For example, in order to w. n the uarential home Tuesdav anA
jnany other disabling results of accident, sickness, unfortunate birth.
WITH THE LIBERTY
trained specialist to give full, ti aiso
'GARAGE
me instruction in agriculture in
Several are trappins and hav
But to the disabled man or woman these two words may be made big
the Clayton Hish School it
ing good T.ck catchinsr covotes
with meaning in a friendly, practical kind of assistance to "come back" ;
be necassary for the local school
sSóp pm? sjMiinbs 'siqwi
Doard to tumish some equipment
to find partial or complete physical recovery so as tobe able to go back to
rjazen, uscar Aspgren
and P.V halt his sa arv. TVip fpH. and Mr. Wilcox made a business
the old job,, or training or other aid that will land a aewj job, so that the
eral government would pay the trip to Passamonte and other
other halt oí his salary.. The ad- places the past few days.
disabled man or woman is no longer helpless and a burden to others, but is
ATTENTION FARMERS
vantages-to
3
be derived from such
Don't forget S. S. at 1 :30 P. M.
a happy,
an arrangement seem so great
member of the community.
Cornbelt thorobred stock
B. F. Cole is a new reader of
mat there ought not to be any
positively
out of the best
objection to the arrangement. the S. A. this week. We knew
That's what "VocationaTRehabilitation" means. It means rendering of a
herds
in
the
.U.S.A. Duroc
tret
Mr.
Cole
Lets
n line to take advan
wanted the paper all
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
person disabled FIT TO ENGAGE IN REMUNERATIVE OCCUPATION.
tage of the proposition.
the time but we were waiting Hogs, all
big type and from
for him to tell os so.
In connection with the New Mexico Department of Education in Santa Fe
s
. It is like having a small sized
Sires weighing 1000 hbs and
gricu'tural college in our midst.
up.
.
there is the division of Industrial Rehabilitation. It works in cooperation
We old timers have made a fiz- der a specialist in the above subI
can
furnish
you
any
jects,
you
don't
think he will
zle of farming in many respects.
with the Federal Board for Vocatonal Education. It is supported 0 by
breed of dairy cattle that
make
a
than
better
von
fanner
We ow e it to the next generation
you want, at prices you can
state and federal appropriations. Its funds are limited, buts its will to aid
of farmers to gve them a chance have made? And don't you think
afford..
to succeed. Proner training ia that training will remove some
the disabled is strong, and it knows how to find ways and means to extend
Get in the thorobred
drude-erof the
lifiaV
the best guarantee of success!
J of fnvm UXV t
for a few dollars
Understanding
our work . makes
the right kiad of aid to worthy cases. It is in charge of experts who will'
As at present manned nut tho
while prices are at rock botus interested ana peing ínteres
eourse of study would cover such ed
tom, and make yourself ininvestigate carefully and conscientiously every case brought to their attakes away. the drudgery.
subjects as: A general study of
dependent in a few years.
nave
a dream oi a voca
i aiso
tention.
piant nte, soils, Held crops, seed tional
; You need better dairy cat- testing, errain iuddn? and orarl- - siding teacher in agriculture, retie
and hogs, and more of
at Sedan
spending
ing, uses and
them
of field one day per week and
on this mesa. at each of the
crops, insect pests and diseases,
Leo M. Wagner,'
nearby consoliated schools, Hay-deweeds, rotation crops, fruit grow
Address me at;
Manskpr and So- Amistad.
ing, propagation, orchard insects
Gilberts ville, Iowa.
dan. Mr. R. W. Foard Stat
and diseases and their, rnntml Supervisor
Agricultural
of
edu
,
storage and marketing-- arnñ'mv
cation, was verv sur.ressfiil in
and packing, judging, pruning, working
Cappers' WcsVlv
n,
such an itinery in
truck farming, types and breeds Dona Anaout
'
and
farmer
Household
County.
ah q
1ivp strvlr
of livestock, iude-intWith
five COUnt.V
a
tin
a $1.00 a Vear. Tn lnha
.u.,k mm
diseases and their treatment. live club leader,
ilf yours fa a case that calls for rehabihta tion, or if you know of such a case write
ravonte magazine at special JUUI
a live home
rate
'
meat
packing
industry,
full and complete statement of the facta to
feeding,
'
agent, with vocational Lowest ciud rates on all leading
butch erinir. curintr meats, rinor. onstration
magazines. See or write me for
teachers in our hich srhoola
ing, marking, breeding, food nu',
catalog.
D. W. ROCKEY,
consolidated
schools
with
a
live
trients, computation of ' rations, county Farm
; Roy, N. M.
State Supervisor of Industrial Rehabilik- Bureau, Union Cou R: S. Wood,
..
commercial
feeding stuffs, here
,
tioiv
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Two big words
big with measiing

a

General Blacksmith

and
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Machine Work,

:

X D. Wade,
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self-sustaini- ng
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Rehabilitation is not charity
It is common sense and justice
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FOR SALE-- Will
sell for $1200
or will trade, a fine 160 acres
of
land.-1miles east and oie sout
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of
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Use
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Thirty Years

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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His Lucky Hunch.
A Youngstown man was an enthusiastic spectator at the Kentucky Derby.
Having little knowledge of the sport
and desirous of placing a small bet
just for the excitement of the thing,
he looked .over the list of contenders
until his eye rested on "Behave Yourself."
The Youngstown man, as the news
reports have since told the world, was
among those who "cleaned up," because Behave Yourself was the Derby
'
winner.
v
"How in the world did you happen
to pick a winner?" asked a friend.

Gains 21

Pounds
SHORT TIME

IN

tOWMir,

THC CCKTAUR

MASTIN'S
Vitamon Tablets
Now Used By Million At A Natural, Quick and Easy Way To
Help Increase Weight and Energy
So remarkable Is the action of

-

"I had a hunch."

"Hunch?"
"Yes. 'Behave yourself is the last
thing my wife said to me. when I left
home." YoungstownTelegrara.

MASTIN'S VITAMON TABLETS In
helping to Increase the nourishing,
health-Hivin- g
power of what you eat.
thai one woman recently gained 21
pounds after being tbln end ailing

for yean.

n
men and
Weak, thin,
women everywhere victims of undernourishment are often amaied
all the astonishing Improvement
la
their health, weight, mental alertness

TAKE ASPIRIN ONLY
AS TOLD BY "BAYER"

and appearance after only a short

"Bayer"

VITAMON
of MASTIN'S
raros
TABLETS.
MASTIN'S VITAMON TABLETS
contain all three vltamlnes, true
Iron, the necessary lime alta
and other vitalizing elements which
Nature oroviiles for perfect vltror of
I body and mind, and to build up that

Years

'iri- en vrc
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.mil

years.

Probably
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1, 20(1

l egffs up, 25c each, deneral flock,
liner
eggs, lao eacn. noKnii186 to
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Laye

yearn,
I
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ry ry nArinffnr.
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LaJunta. Colo.

A Martyr.
"Who Is your favorite movie heroine?"
"My wife she sits through them
all "Judge.
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new Bankhead highway.
Donald E. Burnham, formerly connected with the agricultural experiment station at Lawton, Okla., has
been appointed superintendent of the
U. S.
experiment station at
Tucumcarl, N. M., according to word
received recently.
A Mexican coming from Los Angeles and going to Miami attempted to
get off a moving train near Bowie and
was thrown violently to the ground
and received several Injuries. He was
taken to Wlllcox and placed under
medical care.
Louis Fernands, who arrived In few
York from South America recently, announced he would ask government officials at Washington to Investigate
the death of William Young of Phoenix, who, he asserts, was thrown Into
a Venezuelan prison and tortured and
beaten to death by the police of that
country.
Mistaking a bottle of carbolic acid
for medicine left by the attending physician, Mrs. Vasquez of PIrtlevllle, who
believed that If a teaspoonful was
beneficial two would be twice as good,
gave a double dose to her
son, with the Inevitable result of badly burned intestines, with a possibility
that the mistake may be fatal.
Acting favorably on the application
of Arizona mining companies the
have made a reduction of 25 per
cent per ton on coal, slack coal, coke
and coke breeze, according to an announcement made by L. G. Relf, rate

COLORADO CITIES GAIN
SIXTY-FIV-

E

INDUSTRIAL

CEN-

TERS GIVE OUT FIGURES;
UNEMPLOYED

r

'

it I

(Wetttrn Netnpaper Union Nan Berries. )

Washington.
The economic pendulum is swinging upward. Business in
most every section of the country is
picking up and there Is every indication of permanent Improvement. Conditions In Colorado, according to government reports, are showing a steady,
though
certain, improvement,
the
greatest Improvement Is expected in
the mountain sections with the coming
of spring. . The industrial centers of

the East and central stutes are showing a marked revival.
The upward trend began with the
new year. While a gain was made In
January, the Improvement for February was far more notable. Weather
permitting, the present month promises to begin an era of greatest activity. While an industrial revival Is under way, spring Is needed to start
building and roud construction. The
feeling prevails that a definite start
has been made toward greatly Im-

m
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Trimming Them Up.
New Office Boy Please, sir, you
told me to file these letters, sir, but
wouldn't It be easier to trim them off
with a pair of scissors. London Telegraph.

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

rail-Voa-

6 Bellans

water

.

Hlspano-American-

run-dow-

g

'

Vaseline

be-ge-

sores, broken

tations.

si

h

cannot
offers to home seekers opportunities that
oí armera
be secured elsewhere. The thousands
accepted
have
who
States
United
from the
settle ontREE homesteads
been well
or buy farm land in her provinces have süU
availrepaid by bountiful crops. There is
easy
term
able on

Fertile Land at $15 to $33 an Acra

-l- and similar to that which through many

year;
of wheat
has yielded from 20 to 45nabushels
uax
osriey
oats,
in
un
to tne acrewhile raising horses, wttle. sheep
abundance,
hogsis equally profitable. Hundreds of farm.

naojtom

"r. in western Canada hawi
-nffie season worm more mu u
comes prosperky.
their land. With such success
comforts
die
and
all
good
homes
independence,
and convenience which make life worth living.
Farm Cardona, pouiiry,

varying

of Income second only to grain
.nd stock raising. Attractive elf
good neifthbors, churches; schoo s,
LJTm.ricf.tji. railroad fauutiea. rural tele- pnone, etc.
For illnitrated llterstiire, BW, aemlimoo of rana
Jjrwtasod BritibColumhte.IKUHi

.V
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zZta
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V. ÜF.NXETT
Boom 4, Bee Bidgn Omaha, Neb.

Wt, Dt.

aewing-ma-chin-

operator and
have a little girl to
support I work in a
tailor shot) and that
lineof work has been
very slack this year and I am home part
of the time. I do not like to take any
chances, bo I consulted my friends, and
one lady said, Take Lydia Pinkharn's
medicine,' so I did. I have felt better
right along and am in goodenoughhealth
to go to work. I recommend your Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash to
all." Mrs. Mary Enrico, 469 N. Car
penter St., Chicago, Illinois.
Often the mother ia obliged to support
her children and good health is necessary. Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
Compound is just the medicine you can
depend upon. It is a medicine for women's ailments and the relief it brought
Mrs. Enrico it may bring to you. Keep
well by taking Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound.

and aíl skin

hmmhmmty u
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power

proved business conditions.
The Department of Labor has made
public Its industrial survey for February. The survey is based on' actual
figures taken from the larger Industrial pay rolls of the country, estimates
and guess work being thus eliminated.
The statistics on which Its computations are bused are gathered each
month by the department's special
clerk with the Corporation Commis- agents in sixty-fiv- e
principal Industrial
sion. The rate will become effective centers and transmitted by telegraph.
Hot
on Murch 25, and will expire Octo- In all, 1,428
Sure Relief
firms, each usually ember 25.
ploying more than 500 workers, or a
"Livestock growers of New Mexico total of 1,600,000 are comprised In the
EIL-AE3-S
are In greater need of thorough organ- Survey. On Feb'. 2S these 1,428 firms
254 and 75 Packages. Everywhere
ization and organized effort than ever had 8,894 more employés on their pay
before, In order to meet the pressing rolls than they enrried Jan, 31;. Saving is a greater art than getproblems of the day," said T. E. MitThe revival that has started In the
chell, president of the New Mexico industrial East Is expected to spread ting, and the art of living Is even more
difficult.
Cattle and Horse Growers' Associato the West within another month.
tion, In a statement given out at the Indeed, Denver reports a gain In emBonedry has largely made the joko
headquarters of the association recent- ployment for February of about 3 per
with "hie? in It obsolete. Hlc jacet.
ly at Albuquerque.
cent over January, while Pueblo has
IL B. Hening, editor of the Albua 15 per cent Increase." From 'all
querque Evening Herald, says there Colorado cities come reports that acwas no foundation whatever for the tivity in all lines is expected with the
rumors recently that Hearst 'had passing of winter. A summary of
bought or was about to buy the Hersome of the reports from Colorado folald. "Not a word of truth In It," he lows:
continuing
Is
said. It Is understood Hearst reprePueblo Employing
gradually to gain. A 15 per cent Insentatives have been In Albuquerque
for some time past, Investigating the ciense of employment Is noted. Buildnewspaper situation. ing construction Is expected on a large
Plans for orphan's and Indigent's scale after April 1. There Is still unhome for Its members were perfected employment, but prospects are encouraging.
at the annual meeting of the execuDenver Some improvement in emtive committee of the supreme lodge
ployment noted. Meat packing Indusof the Alianza
Work will begin on the structure next tries operating upon nearly normal
year. The site for the home already basis, with about 10 per cent Increase
Mrs.
Keim
has been donated by Carlos C. in employés since January. Building
shows slight Improvement, with prosIola, Kans. "I can highly recomJacome of Tucson. This site Is loSome
cated south of Tucson and consists of pects of more marked Improvement. mend Dr. Pierce's medicines.
Employment In automobile manufac- years ago my health failed, I became
forty acres.
n
and had a chronic cough
tured accessory products is steady. all
New Mexico's deposit In the Lords-burannoyed me considerably,
but
that
Improvement.
no
show
shops
State bank, which closed last Kuilroad
taking
Pierce's Golden MedBuilding opera- afterDiscoveryDr.
Springs
Colorado
my health returned and
year, was wiped off State Treasurer
ical
begin with- I became strong. What this medicine
Strong's book when he received a tions and ranch work will
hopeful.
Outlook
days.
did for me I feel it will do for others if
check for ?5,506 from the Fidelity and in thirty
Trinidad Building program, with they will but give it a trial." Mrs.
Deposit Company of Maryland.
This
Anna Keim, 418. South St.
will be launched.
was the size of the state's deposit In better weather
Start oto on the road to health by
rewas
the first
the bank. The check
obtaining the Discovery In tablets or
Dies.
Wilson
Fleming
John
ceived by the state treasurer to reimliquid from your druggist. Write Dr.
Venice, Calif. John Fleming Wil- Pierce, President Invalids' Hotel, in
burse the' state for a deposit In any
of the banks holding state moneys son, author, died at his home at Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.
Venice recently as the result of burns.
that closed last year.
Joe Stratton of Santa Kosa, one of
?jflfBy1gjjtr' 9
Cone.
the prominent cattlemen of that secVesuvius Blows
wintered
reports
that cattle have
tion,
Naples. Mount Vesuvius again has
well and that the prospects for spring been in eruption. The phenomenon beVaseline'
grazing Is the best In many years. .
gan with two mild shocks of earth-quuk-e
Electing Its president, Henry G.
which were followed by the col'
Boice of San Carlos,' to the presidency
lapse of the eruptive cone, 200 feet
and choosing Phoenix as the next high, which stood inside the crater.
meeting place and Prescott for the The fall of the cone was Accompanied
meeting, the fifteenth an- by rumblings and explosions and the
nual convention of the Arizona Cattle throwing ouf'of ashes and incandescent
adjourned at stones. Liquid lava poured out from
Growers' Association
. H(us.p.wr. .
Globe several days ago. Other offi- the crater In streams and in the twenty-fJELLY
PETROLEUM
n
house since the disturbance
cers chosen are: C. A. Webb, Globe; our
It covered an area of 100,000
William Coburn, Prescott, and J. M.
Fear
'
.
uare feet.
Itonstadt, Tucson, as vice presidents,
blisters.burns, cuts
and H. J. McClung of. Phoenix as
treasurer.
irriFord's Offer Indorsed by Labor.
Apolonlo A. Sena, former captain of
Chicago. Acceptance by the governthe mounted police at Las Vegas and ment of Henry. Ford's offer for the
later editor of La Gaceta Neo Mexi- lluscle Shoals project in Alabama was
uses.
cano, has been bound to the grand urged In n resolution adopted by the
SUBSTITUTES
Jury of Mora county under $500 bond Chicago Federation of Labor.
under a charge of criminal libel. The
charge against Sena Is that hi made
Yale Studio Burns.
false statements regarding the tax reBridgeport,
Conn. The Studio buildprominent
a
Melendez,
Tito
turns of
by
Yale University, was one
owned
ing,
One pf the
citizen of Mora county.
restatements Is said to have betn that of several buildings swept by fire
In losses estimated at
resulting
cently,
new
car
in
Essex
a
Melendez returned
A syrup taken internally Instantly clears
$75,000 to $100,000.
your head and makes breathing easy. For
1920 for 25.
past
threw
W. H. Jones, who for the
CáTiEEH COLDS G000113
Congress Facing Vital Measures.
years had been lu the Job department
754 at stores or 80 stamps by mall. AdThe second year of the
Washington.
of the Dispatch at Douglas, died redress New York Drag Concern, New York
cently nt the county hospital from Harding administration finds Congress
Plrotlng Attachment. Work!
Hemstitching
treahardening of the liver. For the past grappling with arms conference
on any sewing machine; easily adjusted. Prl
eight years he was employed in news-ape- r ties, the soldiers' bonus, tariff, ship $2.60 delivered, with full Instructions. OEM
CO., Box 1081, Corpus Chrlitl, Tss.
offices In Deming, N. M., Clif- subsldy.'appropriations bills and scores NOVELTY
November
measures,
with the
of other
ton, Blsbee and Douglas.
waiting to act as a probable
Prohibition agents had an exciting elections
to determine the political sucexperience in a raid at Estancia when scale
cess of the results achieved.. Repubout
them
of
ran
with
hoe
a
a woman
lican leaders virtually have forgotten
SAFE AND SANE
her yard. Later, they say, they sub- their previous June adjournment goal
dued her and dug up some buried
and now are talking of July as the
whisky. They still are searching frr
aN smIm
'
Tttta tmrf t étihnm fro
windup date.
her husband. Oil Prather.
I

FEMO
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I am a

K1

will please stand up!"
But Phoebe upward wnggled:
"I'm LUy White with Faultless Starcn."
And all the Pupas giggled

railway

both sides.

200-fo-

3

"Mia Lily White
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Chleatro. IMnoia. "I took Lvdia E.
Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound for a
serious trouble. I
i!i,niii had
tried doctors and
l
all said the same an
operation, At first I
ill''
only felt the pain on
myleftside.butlater
I seemed to feel it on
i

LESS.

semi-annu-

NasWrwfTTin

Mothers in a Like Situation
Should Read This Letter
from Mrs. Enrico

Anna

He Didn't.

he is."

TABLET

White Leghorn Chicks. Pen

Advertisement.

Martha, four, accompanied by her
sister, Kntherine, six, came to the ofHe had gone out
fice to see "daddy."
on some mission but Inquiries of the
various habitues of the office failed
to bring Information as to his whereabouts. Finally Martha remarked:
"I guess daddy knows himself where

YEAST

1T

Ago.

world-famou-

VITAMIN!

vv

the

To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions In each
unbroken pockage of "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin."
This package Is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the gens
Aspirin prescribed
uine,
by physicians for over twenty-on- e

guard you against the germs of
disease.
Only by making the test yourself
can you fully realize how MASTIN'S
VITAMON TABLETS help to feed
and nourish the shrunken tissues,
up renewed nerve torce,
build
strengthen the entire digestive and
intestinal tract and help put on firm
solid flesh In the places where it is
most needed.
For your own safety and protection against cheap substitutes and
Imitations, Insist upon MASTIN'S to
get the original VITAMON TABLETS guaranteed to give satisfaction
At all good
or money refunded.
druggists, such as
if

Introduced Aspirin to
Over 21
Physicians

,

OUT U. 3. IS IMPROVING.

dry-lan- d

In

REPORTS

THAT CONDITION

The new highway between Roswell
and Acme has been finished and Is
now open to traffic. This will shorten
the route between the two cities and
will be another link in the line In the

Signature
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SPECIAL HUSH SEHVICK secured II
yon mention this paper when writing
,
firms below.
NEW CLOTHES FOIl OLD. Grund can
do it by dyeinsr them attractive colors.
ORliyP PRY CLEANING. lTth Logan.
ARMVjOOOJl

Anderson Uros. Army nnd Jiuvy Mora
Kretytlilni is imt food' sod "mP iquUimuit.
store.
Fres cítalos from nearwt
41S N. Union An., Pueblo.
1637 Anpihot St.. Ileum.
1817 Cipllol Aw.. Cbeytniie, Wyo.

COFFEE AND SPICES.
Pre-WPrices on Cotlen
nr

Bend
paid.
CO.,

Sa- -.

limpie,

11.00 (or

post-

THE SPRAY COFFEE 1 SPICI
sod Market SU Penter, Cols.

Slit

mAjIONDADWAJ
llOHM-ALLEN
JEWELKV CO.
Mfg. and Repairing-- . All orders promptly
attended to. ERt. 1879. 16th & Champa.

COMPLETE LINE of best Army Goods
lowest prices. Money back guarantee. Illustrated Catalog1 on request.
GILBERT'S ARMY AND NAVY STOIIB,
Colorndo SprlnK, Colo.
1020 17th St., Denver, Colo.
SHOES REPAIRED.
Men's soles, S1.00, $1.25, J1.60, (180.
Ladies' soles. 80c, $1.05,. $1.30, ll.ós.
Postage prepaid to any point. EASTERN"
Yellow
SHOE
FACTORY.
REPAIR
Front, 1633 Champa St. Denver, Colo.

at

INFORMATI
Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
.
cost. Address any firm above.
Working on Radio Problems.
Washington.- - The radio conference
through three committees In secret
to formulate plans for controlling the use of radio telephones, is
making. some progress, it was said at
the Department of Commerce, In working out control In thre or four directions, Involving allocation of wave
lengths, a priority plan for the dissemination of materials and a time sched'
ule for operation.
seH-slo-

America in the Lead.
New York. American people exceed
all others In the use of modern appliances it is demonstrated In the annual
report of the American Telephone and
years
Telegraph Company. "Forty-fiv- e
after the Invention of the telephone,"
says President H. B Thayer, "Europe
has only one telephone to each 100 of
the population. whtle the United States
of the populawith only
s
of the
tion of the world tas
world's telephones'."
two-third-

Get Our Free Catalog
Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, Shrubbery, Peren-nlul- s,

Of

Vines, Roses, Grope
Vines nnd Kerry Plnnts.
Our hardy, thrifty, beautiful
stock will please you beyond
your expectations.
It is grown
in Pueblo, hence thoroughly acclimated to this region.
Extra choice Blue Spruce and
other Evergreens our specialty.
Write for handsomely illustrated,
free catalog NOW before, you
forget.

ROS ELLA WN NURSERY
P. O. Hoi 418

Pueblo, Colorado,

Caskets by Airplane.

Arkansas City, Kan. Convoying a
casket by airplane from Arkansus City
to Maple City, twenty miles east of
here, a local undertaker conducted a
In that city. County
funeral sen-icroads were Impassable from the snow
drifts.
Arrested After Forty-eigh- t
Years.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Forty-eigh- t
yearn
after the killing of Peter Mooney at
Rome, Ga., George Nichols, a well
known citizen of Tuscaloosa, was arrested In connection with the crime.
Public Debt Increases.
Washington.
An increase of more
than $90,000,000 in the public debt during February has been announced by

the trensury.
SEARCHING
Magnates

FOR BALL PLAYERS.

Determined to Give
Winning Team.

City

Denver. Now comes the job of procuring worthy players for the new
Denver Western League baseball dim
players who are capable of carrying
the team standing well up toward
Stellar diamond performers
are the one big need at present, for although the Joplin reserye. list numbers
more than thirty players, very few of
these are classed as being Western
League caliber.
The owners of the new' team declaro
they are going to get a real team a
winning team together, no matter
what It costs.
Inflelder Shanley will remain with
the Denver team, . it has been announced, although
the Tulsa, Okla
club has offered $1,000 for him. Shanley Is a real player, according to the

reports of his work last year.''
Tommy Long, patriarch of the game,
and former outfielder on the St. Louis
National League team, also will stay
with the Denver aggregation, although
$500 has been offered for him.
Opens Fire on Treaty.
Washington.
Fire on the
Pacific treaty was opened in the Senate from both Republican and Democratic quarters when it was called up
for debate after ratification of the ia
treaty. The debate, however, was declared to be only a skirmish with the
real fighting scheduled fpr next week.
Declarations, against the
treaty were delivered by. Senator
Hitchcock nt Nebraska, and Senators
four-pow-

four-pow-

Borah of Idaho and France of
land.
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AS WE SEE IT .

Opportunity "isn't a
knocker; Answer.

Peí soííal Mention

Just because we are going to
get a new day tomorrow is no
reason we need to throw this one
away.

P.

One trouble with the people today is that too many are shaking
heads and not enough shaking

Too many people on the
jobs have started their

"

'i

fir-SsT.i- he

Mosque-arorátend-

hands.

down.

'.

And the water question too
will
be solved ; it has been solved
Verily, verily I say unto you ;
towns that have the pu
sniail
in
"Why no crossings on the new
sh and go that Roy has. Just wait
sidewalks?"
and sea. You can never hold a
The petty jealousies between good town down.
Mosquero and Roy which are con
Beauty is only skin deep and
stantly revived and fanned by a
dismany
a
a fellow gets skinned trypeople
are
few indescreet
grace to both towns.
ing íp get it.

A letter' from II. T. Parkes
McDonald, prominent
family now at Hastings, Okand
t toc'fcman of near Kephart was in lahoma reports that they are en
Jioy on business last Wednesday. joying life in
the Oklahoma town
and asked to be remembered to
F. A. Roy, S. E. Paxton and their friends.
E. J. II. Roy were business visi-- ;
tors in the County Seat Tuesday
Walter Irwin who has been in
. afternoon.
the employ of the Roy Trading
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. McNeil of Co., the past several months re' Ktph art were
We hope that some day, those
in Roy Tuesday signed his position with the Co.,
position with tht who can't forget but try and re- ."Jid Wednesday tilling
their den-Si- ú and accepted aGrocery
Company. member new things will forget
S. E. Paxton
troubles to Dr Murdock,
to remember or have a lapse of
mentality.
MosqueU.
of
Mr
Tobler,
John
MiLadies'
forget
the
Don't
ssionary Society chicken dinner ro, was a pleasant caller on the
Any flapper and some say mar
vwhich will be held at the S. E. S. A. last Wednesday. While
IPaxton Store Saturday April 1st. here John made his date on his ried women too know that getpaper read 1923 also that of his ting left isn't right.
Rev. J. S. Russel of Dawson friend Mr. Sylvester of Albany
And the snow made us all smile
was in Roy several days this Wisconsin.
and we would all like to smile
visiting his daughter Mrs.
tY. ft. Holmes and son W. L. Rus
Senator T. E. Mitchell, of Al- some more so give us some more
bert was in Roy Tuesday enroute snow.
el
home from the Springer Road
Nearly 1,000,000,000 tons of
TTAi'iand
Halfhill who has Convention. The Senator is the
New sugar js awaiting the canning
f'jjeen assisting at theSjPaxton president of the Texas
season, but home brew has all
store the past few weeks is re- Mexico Highway Association.
the jars, so what are we going
ill
with
quite
severe
volted
oiise of "flu" at the Marion Con-mSheriff Spivey and J. E. Mat- todo?
home.
,rw.vthews of the County Seat were in
It is suggested that Landis
Roy on business Saturday after-iooThe' S. A. acknowledges a run for Mayor of Chicago; In as
'State Educational Auditor John
Joems and Mr. McNabb of the pleasant call from Mr. Spivey much as he is going to give all
EL P. & S. W. R. R. were in who by the way is making one his time to baseball we are sure
.Í.6W31 Thursday looging the sch- of the best Jicriffs in the state. he is qualified.
ool proposition in Roy and checkIf you would take certain worn
ing up the books.
a
A horse which John Lowery
en out where they think an echo
was riding last Tuesday at the
someone answering back, they
Earl Cable is in Santa Fe this Kidd Ranch north of town fell is
would
talk themselves to death
'week to attend the trial of Edd. with him breaking some of the
and we know of men who would
Cable who was indicted before bones of the foot and other wise too.
ti Federal Grand Jury for em- giving John a genuine good bruibezzling funds from the Roy sing the results of which cause
We understand a new daily
Post Office. The full amount John to navigate on crutches.
will soon be started in the state
taken by young Cable in the emand they expect to have a circubezzlement at the Roy Office was
Mrs. J. S. Russel and daugh- lation of 50,000 in a few months.
$398.17 which included 4 money
ordsrs and 18 C. O. D. deliveries ter, Helen, who have been visit- The editors don't belong in New
Mr. Cable after leaving Roy went ing at the C. E. Smith home in Mexico, they should be in New
to Old Mexico and stayed for 3 Grenville for the past several York and tell the papers there
months and later went to Lare- weeks are expected hme this how it is done.
do, Teyas and gave himself up week Mrs. Smith and the new
home with
' to the Federal Officers. We are daughter awillfewreturn
By reading the papers we have
weeks
for
visit.
them
informed that young Cable wall
decided that Europe don't want
to getyon her feet, but she wants
plead guilty to the charges and
MILLS AND VICINITY
to get on ours.
let Judge Neblitt state the price
of his crime. In a letter to the
.S. A. Cable says his downfall J. A. Vowell was in town Sat- If people move much faster the
.was due to the bootleggers and urday for the first time in two recording angel will have to bevAve hope that he will tell the weeks on account of the flu and come an expert in shorthand.
Judge ,the names of those who reported that the Mountain Viold hinvthe "booze" so that they ew School had been closed that
Idealism licgs the spotlight,
taw scan pay the penalty for their length of time for the same rea- but
ccinn'io:! sense brings home
violation of the law. The fact son.
,
'
the bcoon.
oí the matter is there is entirely Miss Virginia McClure has 70
tos much bootlegging going on little chickens which she hatched Do not get copse
and corpse
in Hoy and vicinity and we hope in the good old fashioned way
copse is a little word
mixed;
not
day
is
the
far distant when under hens. Some of them are while corpse is some time caused
the .officers will be able to put a nearly large enough to fry.
from drinking a little wood.
iiiiop.'to' this disgrace to the com- Mrs. Harriet Smith returned
jmiriity.
Sundayfrom an extended visit to
Much of the discontent felt by
New York.
trose
the sea of matJ. M. Yates and son were in Ed. E. Spencer has decided that rimonywhois travel
by lack of
occasioned
Fk&yfrom near Kepart thelat-ifce- r
it is not good for one man to be births, says a" exchange ; Not so
part of last week. They tell so
b in Roy.
rich and has taken E. E.
his that the bond election earned
M. Bailey into
and
P.
in the Kephart district by a hand partnership with him in his gold We
are not a bit surprised at
sme vote and that the location
near Baldy. They have all the vaudeville actor who opened
srimsen was near the McNiel mine up
been
there this week looking bear traps with his mouth was
-- store.
It will be only a matter the"pretty
over and Mr. caught in the act.
f a few months until this, dis- Spencer is stuff
to move
preparing
trict will have one of the finest soon.
Hard-ing
The people of Roy are continin
house
room
school
4vo
1
G. C. Till, one of the dry land ually talking about bad colds
County.
farmers in the Mestenito neigh- just as if there were good ones.
is building a log barn.
And we forgot again, no not ex borhood,
Farris is confined to They say a grouch a day will
W.
A.
actiy, just did not find out in
home
his
drive all your good luek away,
'time for last week's issue this of sickness.this week on account then
why not a smile a day bring
9Vj
lb
baby
Hoews item. "A fine
the good luck back your way?
jgfri came to the home of Mr. and played to full
house last Mona
iíírs. Henry Heyen of the Roy
spite
evening
day
in
of the cold
And it seems as if several have
Carage last Saturday. Dr. Self
was
That
weather.
the last been grouchy for many a guy's
who was in attendance was too
iSsssy to notify the S. A. and number of the Lyceum Course good luck of the past few years
have flown away.
Daddy Heyen, well he is a very j and they were ail goo.d
A. D . Hurford is doing a hust
good natured fellow but oh ! so
fiashful and he couldn't just get ling business buying butter, egg3 If you do not know all the difrop courage to break the news, so and chickens, haulig them to ferent ways to start a Ford ask
He
the Hem was missed last week. Dawson by the auto load where the head printer of the S A.past
ways
new
has
invented
the
sells
dollars
for
them
several
h'e
way
by
nióther,.who
the
Tíhe
three weeks.
vwas the former Miss Vivian Wi- prof t on the load.
t
g
staying
B.
II.
Albertson.is
reported
lliams f Solano, is
nicely and they tell, as the out on the M. H. Smith farm,' The world is said to be at peakeeping the insurance on the ce but it is sure a hard thing to
'jjabg is just as pretty as her
house
Grandpa
alive until such time as teep it in the family.
Bo
and
Cher. Grandma
Wnaa'and UnfcléiTomand all the Mr. Smith is ready to move.
áre thg VxT m spirits
jiear relatives are all smiles and O. T. Wilson returned to Mills forBlessed
they shall have no boot leg
S. A. concratulates Mr. anj Sunday from Santa F where, te
S.

:

,
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TatHELÁÍ)IES
We have just received our spring ladies hats and will
have them on display for your inspection

Saturday, March 4th
They are in different styles and colors and certainly
are snappy.. Come. and don't forget the opening day
Saturday March Fourth. '

r

'

'

'

Two faced people of the town
never double their face value ;
and see.
Rut if in the Citv Chemical pleasure them
does little
Fire Extins-uisheRoy may not be known as a
good ; water would have been bet
town with water but she is knoter.
wn as a town of churches and
schools and as churches and
When you, plant a garden and
schools are a town's greatest asyour neighbor gets chickens
sets wo shall remain on the map!
seeds come up and chickens go

.

'X

v'

The man who will soon have
a real smile is the ice man.

ed

vue

1922.

Did you ever notice that a
square meal does not cost a rousteady nd sum in a straight place ?

And the Chamber of
still sleepeth, so business
for Roy.

P J. Lumbach wág' up from L
Hilíis is a new reader of
Cinta several days the latter1 pai
.Sv A. this week, v ' u
..
of last week.
Fxed Tinker of Mosquero was
jf.sisiaess visitor in Roy the
R. P Shaya was a business
week.
visitor in Trinidad several days
this week.
A. T. Carter of Kephart was
Mon
trading with Roy merchants
'
Rev. Cooke preached at the
diT? Jtnd Tuesday.
Christian Church last Sunday
Morning.
Sfyeral from Roy and
the Burnett sale neai
Ksphart Monday. '
Mr. Arnold and son of lower
LaCinta sDent Friday and Satur
JUr. and "Mrs. Meyers of Mills day in Roy Trading with Roy
in Roy calling on Dr. Mur-foc-k merchants.
Tuesday and Wednesday.
IS-i-

.

iday, March

n.

-

.

gets your money and
then c ucks but with the ducks
its different.
k

Let's go!
Fine street dresses just received also and they too will
be on display.

See Them Full line of Staple and fancy groceries always carried.
We will pay you more for them.

Bring your eggs

R. P. S H A Y A GO.

OVER 100 BOOTLEGGERS
TELL IT TO JUDGE NEBLITT MONDAY
100 bootleggers appear
ed before Judge Neblitt Monday
afternoon and practically every
one drew a nice fine or jail sentence. Also a number were fined for having liquor in their possession. The Judge assessed
fines amounting to over $6,000
in less than three hours and
many thousand more will be received by the government when
those who plead not guilty shall
stand trial and a majority convicted.
The mottled crowd appearing
before the pudge was the largest
gathering of defendants at one
time in the court inV. this
state and ranged in ages fvom 18
Leniency was
to 80 in ages.
asked in nearly every case, all
forms of reasons were given but
the jr.dge told the most of them
that they should have thought
of these things before they disobeyed the law.
Judge Neblitt made a record
in Denver a few weeks ago that
will long be remembered by the
Denver bootleggers and we.will
not be surprised to see some
stiff sentences meted out at this
Ove;.- -

Why 3 out cf 4 Car Owners
Trade at Service Garage
Our repair department has no equal in Harding County
for equipment, service and knowledge.

It is an everyday occurance for us to make repairs, both
electrical and mechanical, that would be a puzzle to the
average mechanic. Why take your work where there is
not the proper equipment to do the work satisfactorily?

.

FREE WATER AND BATTERY INSPECTION.

Service

Ga

R. A. PENDLETON, MGR.

BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN

;
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COUNTY,
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the soap guessing contest just
closed at our store are announced
Exact number of bars in window
Of

I
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.

444
Reynald Anderson guessed 445
Won prize of 100 bars of soap

Angerosa Hendricks guessed 441
Won prize of 20 bars of soap
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S, E. PAXTON GROCERY
COMPANY

